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Abstract

With the growth of the Internet, there has been a push toward designing reliable algorithms that
scale effectively in terms of latency, bandwidth and other computational resources. Scalability has
been a serious problem especially with peer-to-peer (p2p) networks which may have sizes of more
than a million nodes.

An important problem in designing reliable algorithms is Byzantine agreement. For reasons
of scalability, message complexity is a critical resource for this problem. Unfortunately, previous
solutions to Byzantine agreement require each processor to send O(n) messages, where n is the
total number of processors in the network.

vii

In this dissertation, we show that the Byzantine agreement problem can be solved with significantly less that a linear number of messages both in theory and in practice. We implement and test
√
algorithms that solve the classical problem with each processor sending only Õ( n) messages.
Further, we consider the problem in the case where we assume the existence of a random beacon:
a global source of random bits. We show that with this assumption, the required number of messages drops to O(log n), with small hidden constants.

Our algorithms are Monte Carlo and succeed with high probability, that is probability 1−o(nk )
for some positive constant k. Our empirical results suggest that our algorithms may outperform
classical solutions to Byzantine agreement for network of size larger than 30,000 nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction and motivation

Failure is a fact of life. As computer networks grow larger, there is a need to build services with
protocols that are fault tolerant. One important type of fault tolerance is tolerance to the failures
of nodes in a network. In this dissertation, we focus on designing protocols robust to this type of
fault. In particular we focus on the Byzantine agreement problem.

Byzantine agreement can be defined as follows. There are n processors some of which are good
(follow the protocol) and some of which are bad (deviate in an arbitrary way). The goal is to ensure
all good processors output the same bit and that this bit equals the input bit of some good processor.

1
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1.1.1

Motivation

Byzantine agreement is an important problem because it shows how to build a network that is more
reliable than its individual components. One simple way of using Byzantine agreement (BA) in
distributed computation is for each processor of the network to vote on the outcome of the computation, send its vote to every other processor, and then have all processors perform Byzantine
agreement to decide what the output should be.

Given the above, it is not surprising that BA is used in areas as diverse as: trustworthy computing, in systems like PBFT [19, 21], SINTRA [67, 15], Zyzzyva [46], and Aardvardk [24, 25];
peer-to-peer networks, in systems such as Oceanstore [47] and Farsite [2]; databases, in distributed commit protocols [56, 73]; and control systems, for example, the SIFT system for flying
aircraft [71, 55]. Unfortunately, current BA algorithms have a problem:

• “Eventually batching cannot compensate for the quadratic number of messages [of Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)]” [26]
• “The communication overhead of Byzantine Agreement is inherently large” [22]
• “Unfortunately, Byzantine agreement requires a number of messages quadratic in the number of participants, so it is infeasible for use in synchronizing a large number of replicas”
[64]

Since Byzantine agreement is an important tool for building fault-tolerant systems, it is crucial
that the algorithms that solve it are scalable in the sense that their resource costs do not increase
significantly as the system increases in size. The goal of scalability is the main focus of this
dissertation.

2
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1.2

Byzantine agreement problem formal description

The Byzantine agreement problem was first formulated in a paper by Lamport, Shostack and Pease
in [49] to model fault tolerance in computing systems.

We now describe the problem by a motivating scenario used by Lamport et al. [49] and Micali
and Feldman in [34]. A General is giving orders on the night before a great battle. There are a
set of lieutenants, some loyal and some traitorous. Each lieutenant receives a message describing
the battle strategy for the next day. The message consists of a single word: retreat or attack. If all
good lieutenants attack, the army will defeat the enemy, beating them into a hasty retreat. If all
good lieutenants retreat, the army will survive to organize another battle campaign at some other
date. However, if some good lieutenants retreat and some attack, the army would be completely
obliterated. The goal is to :
1. Ensure all good lieutenants commit to a common course of action.
2. Ensure that in the case the General gives the same order to each lieutenant, that all lieutenants
commit to that order.
These goals may not be achieved because of a traitorous General sending different messages to the
lieutenants or traitorous lieutenants misleading their peers (traitorous lieutenants can give different
opinions to the good ones, or refuse to communicate their orders to other lieutenants). Defining
the problem more formally we have the following assumptions:
• There exists a set of n processors with a certain number good, and the remaining bad.
• Bad processors are controlled by an adversary who can coordinate their actions. The bad
processors may behave in any arbitrary way, or send any type of message they desire.
• Each processor’s identity is unique and known to everyone.

3
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• All processors can send messages to one another. We assume point-to-point communication
i.e. any processor can send a message directly to any other processor and the recipient of the
message can verify the sender’s identity.
• The communication network can be either:
– Synchronous: There is an upper bound on the time it takes to deliver a message and this
upper bound is known to all processors.
– Asynchronous: There is no upper bound on how long it takes to send a message.
Each processor, at the beginning of the protocol starts with an initial input bit. Our goal is at the
end for each processor i to output a bit bi such that the following properties hold:

• Agreement : All good processors should have the same bit value at the end:∀i, j, bi = bj .
• Non triviality: If all processors have the same input bit then that bit is the output bit for all
good processors.
• Termination: The protocol must terminate.

Synchronous Byzantine agreement algorithms proceed in rounds: These are fixed units of time in
which the sending and reception of messages is guaranteed. Asynchronous algorithms however
refer to a step of the algorithm in which each processor sends or receives messages. There is
no guarantee that messages will be delivered. One important property of Byzantine agreement
algorithms is the number of rounds it takes to terminate (latency). Another important property is
the number of messages and bits sent.

1.2.1

Modeling faults:

We now describe two important types of node faults:

4
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• Fail-stop faults: These occur when a processor completely stops, no longer sending out any
messages.
• Byzantine faults: These occur when a processor arbitrarily deviates from the steps specified
by the algorithm. This behavior can be malicious with the intent of disrupting the successful
execution of the algorithm. It may also involve coordination between processors suffering
faults. We say processors that suffer Byzantine faults are controlled by an adversary.
There is also a need to define the characteristics of the adversary controlling the bad processors
in the case of Byzantine faults. Some of these characteristics include:
• Computational power:
– Computationally unbounded: The adversary can perform any computation instantly,
even problems taking more than polynomial time.
– Computationally bounded: The adversary is limited in computational resources, that
is the adversary can only solve problems taking polynomial time. That implies that
the adversary cannot break cryptographic protocols, assuming standard cryptographic
assumptions.
• Communication power:
– Rushing: This assumes the adversarial nodes receive all messages sent to them early in
the round early and may construct their own messages and decide where to send them,
based on information received.
– Non-rushing: All messages leave the senders at the same time.
– Private channels: A message between two good processors cannot be seen by the adversary.
– Public channels: A message between two good processors can be seen by the adversary.
This is sometimes referred to as the full information model.
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• Fault tolerance: The threshold number of processors the adversary can take over. This is
usually referred in literature as the variable t.

• Corruption Power:
– Adaptive: An adaptive adversary can take over processors at any point in the protocol
up taking over t processors and once processors are corrupted, they stay corrupted [51].
– Non-adaptive: A non-adaptive adversary must choose the set of nodes to corrupt before the algorithm begins, this is sometimes also referred to as a Static adversary. In
some cases the adversary can carefully select the nodes to corrupt after seeing the algorithm. In other cases, the Byzantine nodes are selected randomly according to some
distribution.

1.3

Main Results

In this dissertation we describe algorithms for solving Byzantine agreement where each processor
√
sends at most Õ( n) 1 bits per processor, while keeping latency at most O(log n).

Our algorithms follow the results [44, 45, 59, 43, 42] that focus on scalability. For some of our
algorithms, we do not make any cryptographic assumptions. We consider algorithms tolerating a
√
range of faults from n to n/3 fraction of the network size. All of our algorithms work in the
synchronous model of communication and they all assume a rushing adversary. Lastly, we have
a class of algorithms that depend on the assumption of the existence of a Random Beacon, which
is a stream of random bits known to all processors. We show that with this assumption, we can
1

Õ notation means the order function multiplied by some polynomial in log n. For example Õ(n2 ) is
n), where k is some positive constant.

O(n2 logk
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significantly reduce communication and latency costs much further than the previous class of algorithms. Our algorithms are all Monte Carlo and succeed with high probability.

We now present some of the main results which are:

• In Chapter 3 we describe an algorithm (NAT REE) robust against a non-adaptive adversary.
It assumes private channels and the existence of a bit-commitment and digital signature
√
scheme.
It sends Õ( n) messages per processor with O(log n) latency. It tolerates t ≤


1
−  and assumes private channels. Part of this work was previously published in
n
8
[59].

• In Chapter 4 we describe algorithms robust against an adaptive adversary. They both as√
sume private channels and send Õ( n) messages per processor with O(log n) latency. The
first algorithm (S HALLOW T REE), tolerates t < n(1/6 − ) non-adaptive faults distributed
√
uniformly at random and n adaptive faults. The second algorithm (D EEP T REE), tolerates
t < n(1/3 − ) adaptive faults.

• In Chapter 5, we describe two algorithms (RBQ UERY, RBS AMPLER) that assume the existence of a Random Beacon. They are both
 robust
 against an adaptive adversary, work in the
1
full information model, tolerate t ≤ n
−  adaptive faults and have O(1) expected la3
tency. The algorithm RBQ UERY requires O(log n) messages sent per processor on average
and assumes the bad processors can only send at most O(log n) messages. The algorithm
RBS AMPLER requires each processor to send at most polylog(n)2 messages, no matter how
many messages the bad processors can send. However, it only achieves almost-everywhere
Byzantine agreement.

2 O(logk )

for some positive constant k
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1.3.1

Dissertation organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we give a survey of related work,
applications and describe algorithmic techniques used in our results. In Chapter 3 we give the
details of our algorithm that is robust to a non-adaptive adversary and its experimental results. In
Chapter 4 we give the details of our algorithms that are robust to an adaptive adversary and their
experimental results. In Chapter 5 we describe our algorithms based using the Random Beacon
assumption and give their experimental results. In Chapter 6 we conclude and give details of proposed future work.
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Chapter 2
Related work and technical preliminaries

2.1

Applications of Byzantine agreement

We begin this Chapter with a discussion of applications of Byzantine agreement.

2.1.1

Byzantine Fault-Tolerant Systems

Lamport [49] formulated the Byzantine agreement problem as a way of building a multiprocessor
fault-tolerant air traffic control system. Castro and Liskov in [21, 20] use the Byzantine agreement
protocol to build a Byzantine Fault-tolerant version of NFS called BFS (Byzantine File System).
Alvisi et al. [4] use a Byzantine agreement algorithm to build a fault-tolerant data backup service.
Molina, Pittelli and Davidson [56] use a Byzantine agreement algorithm to build a fault-tolerant
database system. Reiter and Malkhi [52] built a fault-tolerant data repository using a Byzantine
agreement algorithm. Agbaria and Friedman use Byzantine agreement to define build intrusion
detection systems in [3].
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2.1.2

State machine replication

Schneider in [65] defined the concept of state machine replication approach as a general method
of implementing fault-tolerant services in distributed systems. He defined a state machine replication method of implementing a fault-tolerant service as “each service comprises one or more
servers and exports operations that clients invoke by making requests. Although using a single,
centralized, server is the simplest way to implement a service, the resulting service can only be as
fault-tolerant as the processor executing that server. If this level of fault tolerance is unacceptable,
then multiple servers that fail independently must be used. Usually, replicas of a single server are
executed on separate processors of a distributed system, and protocols are used to coordinate client
interactions with these replicas. The physical and electrical isolation of processors in a distributed
system ensures that server failures are independent, as required”. Lamport in [48] described Paxos
a family of protocols for solving consensus and Byzantine agreement. Byzantine agreement in the
case when the processors are simply non-responsive is called consensus. Many fault-tolerant systems that use state machine replication have been built using Paxos. Burrows in [14] designed a
distributed file locking service on the Google File System using Paxos. Issard in [39] designs a
cluster management service based on Paxos called Autopilot. Recently, fault tolerant Key-Value
data stores like Keyspace and Megastore [7, 69] have been built based on Paxos.

2.1.3

Secure multiparty computation

Secure multiparty computation is a problem initially formulated by Yao in [72]. One example described by Yao in [72] is the problem where two millionaires want to know who is richer without
revealing the true extent of their wealth. More generally there are n processors, each processor i
has some private data xi and they all desire to compute some function f (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ) whose
output will be known publicly to all processors without compromising their private data. The problem can be made more challenging by assuming a certain subset of the processors are bad and are
trying to prevent computation of f . We observe that secure multiparty computation is very similar
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to Byzantine agreement, where each xi is a bit and f is a function that computes the majority bit
value. One difference is the requirement in secure multiparty computation that the input bit values
remain private. Secure multiparty computation is generally harder than Byzantine agreement, not
only because of the privacy constraint on processor’s inputs, but also because the function f can be
computationally more complicated. Byzantine agreement is frequently used as a subroutine in secure multiparty computation to force processors to send consistent messages. Recent applications
of secure multiparty computation are described in [8, 11, 9, 10]

2.2

Lower bounds

It was proved by Lamport, Shostak and Pease in [49] that Byzantine agreement is only possible
when less than n/3 of the processors are bad. We describe the high-level idea behind this result
is describe by Micali and Feldman in [34]. Fischer, Lynch and Paterson in [35] also proved that a
single Byzantine fault in the asynchronous model of communication renders Byzantine agreement
impossible for a deterministic algorithm.

Dolev in [27] showed that if Θ(n) processors are bad, Ω(n2 ) messages must be sent to ensure
Byzantine agreement with probability 1. Dolev and Reishuck in [28] show that even with the
assumption of the existence of a digital signature scheme (computationally bounded adversary),
there is a lower bound of Ω(n + t2 ) messages to ensure Byzantine agreement with probability 1.

2.3

Probabilistic protocols

Rabin in [62] solved a randomized version of the Byzantine agreement problem using the notion
of a common coin (we also refer to this as a Random Beacon). A common coin is a value that
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is only available to all the processors at the beginning of each round of computation. It is 0 with
probability 1/2 and 1 with probability 1/2. Rabin’s algorithm [62] takes O(1) expected rounds and
requires Θ(n2 ) messages. Rabin’s algorithm works in the asynchronous, full information model
and is correct with probability 1.

Several results allow for solving Byzantine agreement with randomized algorithms even without a global coin. In [41] Karlin and Yao prove a n − t > 2n/3 lower bound for randomized
Byzantine agreement. Feldman and Micali [34] give a randomized algorithm that has O(1) expected latency and tolerates t < n/3 adversarial faults. Their algorithm works in the synchronous
model of communication with private channel and makes standard cryptographic assumptions.
Their algorithm is correct with probability 1. Recently, King et al. in [44, 38, 45, 59, 42, 43]
√
show that we can solve Byzantine agreement with high probability sending Õ( n) messages and
with O(log n) latency in both the synchronous and asynchronous model of communication. Some
of their results require private channels, but they always assume a computationally unbounded
adversary.

2.4

Almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement

In [29] Dwork et al. defined the concept of almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement as follows. A
protocol achieves almost-everywhere agreement if the fraction of the good processors that decide
the correct bit approaches 1 as n → ∞. They give an algorithm for solving almost-everywhere
Byzantine agreement even when the communication graph between the processors has maximum
degree O(1). The communication model of their algorithm is synchronous tolerates a computationally unbounded adversary. However, their algorithm only tolerates O(n/ log n) Byzantine faults.

Upfal in [70] solved almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement in the same model with a bounded
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degree communication graph. His algorithm can tolerate Θ(n) Byzantine faults, but like [29], always requires Ω(n2 ) messages.

[44]
[36]
[44, 42]
[43]
[43]
NAT REE
S HALLOW T REE+
D EEP T REE
RBQ UERY†
RBS AMPLER†
[13]
[40]
[16]
[61]
[68]

Adapt/ Full Info/ Sync/
NonAd Cryp/Priv Async
NonAd Full Info Sync
NonAd Full Info Sync
NonAd Full Info Sync
Adapt
Priv
Sync
Adapt
Priv
Sync
NonAd
Priv
Sync
Adapt
Priv
Sync
Adapt
Priv
Sync
Adapt Full Info Sync
Adapt Full Info Sync
Adapt Full Info Async
NonAd Full Info Async
NonAd
Cryp
Async
Adapt
Priv
Async
Adapt
Cryp
Async

Fract. in
Error
Bits/
Agreemt
Prob
Proc
1
c
1 − log n
1/n
logc n
1
0
nc
1
1/nc
Õ(n1/2 )
1 − log1 n
1/nc
logc n
1
1/nc
Õ(n1/2 )
Õ(n1/2 )
1
1/nc
1
1/nc
Õ(n1/2 )
1
1/nc
Õ(n1/2 )
1
1/nc
Õ(1)
c
1
1/n
Õ(1)
1
0
n2n E
c
1
1/ log n
Õ(n)
c
1
1/n
Õ(n) E
1
0
Õ(n2 ) E
c
Õ(n2 ) E
1
1/n

Time Resilience
n
logc n
3+
n
log n
3+
n
logc n
3+
n
logc n
3+
n
logc n
3+
n
logc n
6+
√
c
log n
n
c
n
log n
3+
n
1E
3+
n
1E
3+
2n E
n/3 − 1
c
n
log n
3+
1E
n/3 − 1
1E
n/4 − 1∗
1E
n/3 − 1

Table 2.1: State of the art on relevant BA algorithms. If E then expected number, else worst case;
values are asymptotic; Õ indicates extra log factors; c,  any positive constants. * n/3−1 resilience
is achievable with nc E time [1] or constant time and error > 0 [18, 60]. Items in boldface refer to
results in this dissertation and their respective chapters. † Assumes Random Beacon. + Can also
n
tolerate 6+
Byzantine faults distributed uniformly at random.

In Table 2.1, we summarize state of the art results for Byzantine agreement. Results from this
dissertation are in boldface.
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2.5

Algorithmic Techniques

We now describe some of the algorithmic techniques frequently used in this dissertation.

2.5.1

Samplers

Our protocols makes use of samplers, which are a special family of bipartite graphs that define
subsets of elements such that all but a small number of the selected subsets contain close to the
fraction of bad elements in the whole set. We use the definition of samplers found in [40] which is
equivalent to the one defined in [74].
Definition 2.5.1. Let [r] denote the set of integers {1 . . . r}, and [s]d the multisets of size d consisting of elements of [s]. Let H : [r] → [s]d be a function assigning multisets of size d to integers.
We define the size of the intersection of a multiset A and a set B to be the number of elements of A
which are in B. Then we say H is a (θ, δ) sampler if for every set S ⊂ [s] at most a δ fraction of
all inputs x have

|H(x)∩S|
d

>

|S|
s

+ θ.

The following Lemmata establishing the existence of samplers can be shown using the probabilistic method. For s0 ∈ [s], let deg(s0 ) = {|r0 ∈ [r]|s : t : s ∈ H(r0 )} 1 . A slight modification of
Lemma 2 in [74] yields:
Lemma 2.5.1. For every r, s, d, θ, δ > 0 such that 2 log2 (e)dθ2 δ > s/r + 1 − δ , there exists a
(θ, δ) sampler H : [r] → [s]d and for all s ∈ [s], deg(s) = O((rd/s) log n).

Lemma 2.5.2. For every s, θ,  ≥ 0 and r ≥ s/, there exists a constant c such that for all
d ≥ c log(1/)/θ2 there is a (θ, ) sampler H : [r] → [s]d .

1 deg(. . .)

refers to the degree or the number of neighbors of a node in a graph.
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Figure 2.1: Sampler

2.6

Universe Reduction

Gradwhol et al. in [37] defined the concept of Universe reduction. The Universe reduction problem as described by King and Saia in [42] “is to bring processors to agreement on a small subset
of processors with a fraction of bad processors close to the fraction for the whole set. I.e., the
protocol terminates and each good processor outputs the same set of processor ID’s such that this
property holds”.

In our algorithms we frequently use Universe reduction as a subroutine. We run Byzantine
agreement among the small subset of processors selected and have them communicate their output
to the remaining processors. We describe this approach in more detail in the next section.
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2.6.1

Committee elections, Election graph and Feige’s algorithm

Figure 2.2: Election graph. Note that their are expander graph connections between successive
layers of the election graph
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Figure 2.3: Feige’s algorithm: Each processor randomly picks a bin; the lightest bin has a fraction
of good processors similar to that of the whole population. The red circles are bad processors, the
blue circles are the good processors, the numbered cylinders are the bins.

Our algorithms follow closely work done by King et al. in [44, 45, 40, 59]. In these papers, the
algorithms are scalable in the sense that each good processor sends out o(n) messages. A tool we
borrow from these papers is an election graph.

In an election graph Figure 2.2, each node represents a committee, a small subset of the processors that will hold an election amongst themselves. The elections progress in steps from the
bottom layer of the election graph to the top. The processors elected at layer i participate in the
elections at layer i + 1. The mapping between the winners at layer i to the committees at layer
i + 1 is given by a sampler. All processors participate in the committees at the bottom layer, but
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the number of processors remaining decreases geometrically until there is a very small number of
processors at the very top layer.

We make use of Feige’s algorithm [33] to perform elections at each node in the Election graph.
In Feige’s algorithm Figure 2.3, there are a number of bins and initially, each good processor selects a bin uniformly at random. After processors choose their bins, the processors in the bin with
the smallest number of processors are elected. The intuition here is that the adversary can not
increase the fraction of bad processors in the lightest bin by that much over the fraction of bad
processors in the node.

Frequently, we will use the Election graph to compute Universe reduction. Once we have performed Universe reduction, the small, representative committee elected can use any heavy-weight
algorithm to perform Byzantine agreement amongst themselves. They can then send their outputs
to the rest of the processors using the communication infrastructure of the election graph.

2.7

Random Beacon, Secret Sharing and Byzantine Agreement
and Measuring latency

2.7.1

Random Beacon assumption

A Random Beacon is a random stream of bits known to all the processors. Rabin, Maurer et al.
[63, 53, 17, 5, 30] describe a computation model called the Memory Limited or Limited Storage
space model, which assumes the existence of a Random Beacon. They use this assumption to
design an efficient, provably secure cryptographic protocol. Lee, Chang and Chan show in [50]
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how to build a Random Beacon using publicly available information on the Internet. Clark and
Hengartner in[23] show how to build a Random Beacon using data available from financial markets such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) or other financial data. Eastlake in [31, 32]
also describes how to build a selection protocol from a Random Beacon constructed from random
information publicly available on the Internet. In Chapter 5, using the assumption of a Random
Beacon, we build more efficient Byzantine agreement algorithms.

2.7.2

Secret Sharing

Another technique we frequently use is secret sharing. Secret sharing [66] is a scheme to allow
a dealer to divide a piece of information (a secret) among a group of participants (players). Each
player initially has a part of the information called a share and the secret can only be reconstructed
from a certain number of shares. An (n, t) secret sharing scheme is an algorithm by which a dealer
distributes a secret among n players, and the secret can only be reconstructed from the shares
held by at least t players. An example of an (n, t) secret sharing protocol is the one specified by
Shamir in [66]. In this scheme a random polynomial (coefficients picked uniformly at random) of
degree t − 1 is chosen with the constant coefficient (polynomial evaluated at 0) being the secret.
The dealer chooses n different points on the the polynomial curve uniformly at random, and each
player receives a distinct point. This scheme works since t interpolation points are necessary and
sufficient to allow full recovery of the coefficients of the polynomial of degree t.

2.7.3

CKS algorithm

One of the most efficient Byzantine agreement algorithms is due to Cachin, Kursawe and Shoup
[16]. In experiments in this dissertation we frequently compare our algorithms with this algorithm,
which we now describe in more detail. The algorithm tolerates t < n/3 adversarial faults, with a
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computationally bounded, rushing adversary with asynchronous communication and private channels. The algorithm sends O(n2 ) messages in total and terminates in O(1) rounds in expectation.
The algorithm assumes the existence of a trusted dealer to distribute cryptographic keys. A distributed global coin tossing scheme is used to break ties when the votes are close. The global
coin tossing scheme strongly relies on cryptographic assumptions such as digital signatures and
the decision and computational Diffie-Hellman assumptions. We make use of this algorithm as a
subroutine in our Byzantine agreement algorithm described in Chapter 3.

2.7.4

Measuring latency

In the experimental results section of chapters 3, 4 and 5 we measure algorithmic latency in experiments. We make the assumption that the latencies of our algorithms are dominated by the time it
takes to send a message and we can use this as the unit cost of an operation. We cite the following
paper by Bhatele and Kale [12] which provides information via benchmarks about what these numbers might mean in real world applications. In [12] the values for message latencies are between 5
and 16 milliseconds for the largest message size in the paper (1MB). The benchmarks in the paper
consider models that assume the existence or lack thereof, of resource contention. Throughout this
dissertation, we use this assumption in our measurement of the latencies of our algorithms.
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3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we design, implement and simulate an algorithm that solves Byzantine agreement
√
against a non-adaptive adversary with each processor sending Õ( n) bits per processor. We assume that bad processors can send any number of messages. The contributions of this chapter are
as follows:

• We design a new algorithm which is based on, but more practical than, the algorithm from [42].
Our new algorithm significantly reduces the constants compared to the previous algorithm
through use of cryptography.
• We implement and simulate our new algorithm, showing empirically that for large networks,
it can achieve consensus with significantly less bandwidth than algorithms that are currently
used in practice.

While our algorithm in this chapter has resource costs that are asymptotically no better than the result of [42] (with respect to Õ() notation), in practice, the algorithm is significantly more efficient.
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3.1.1

Model

We assume a fully connected network of n processors, whose IDs are common knowledge. Each
processor has a private coin. Communication channels are authenticated, in the sense that whenever a processor sends a message directly to another, the identity of the sender is known to the
recipient. We assume a non-adaptive (sometimes called static) adversary. That is, the adversary
chooses the set of t bad processors at the start of the protocol, where t is a constant fraction, of the
number of processors n.

We assume a partially synchronous communication model: any message sent from one honest
player to another honest player needs at most ∆ time steps to be received and processed by the
recipient for some fixed ∆, known to all players. We assume that the clock speeds of the honest
players are roughly the same. Our algorithm makes use of a distributed random number generating
algorithm from [6] and the Universe reduction algorithm from [16] as a subroutine. Thus, we must
make the same assumptions as in those papers. Namely, we assume the existence of :
1. public key cryptography (but not a public key infrastructure1 )
2. a digital signature scheme; and
3. a bit commitment scheme h, i.e. a function such that h(x) reveals nothing about x.

We overcome the lower bound of [28] by allowing for a small probability of error. In particular,
the Ω(n2 ) lower bound on the number of messages to compute Byzantine agreement deterministically implies that any randomized protocol which always uses o(n2 ) messages must err with some
probability ρ > 0, since with probability ρ > 0, an adversary can guess the an adversary can guess
1A

public key infrastructure or PKI, is a system for the management of and verification of identities,
digital certificates, user roles, hardware and software. It also involves establishing a Certificate Authority.
This inherently not scalable to set up, as this requires for every processor to have the public key of every
other processor.
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a sequence of coin flips, and cause the protocol to fail if those coin-flips occur. As the algorithm
becomes deterministic from the point of view of the adversary. Thus, any randomized algorithm
that always achieves o(n2 ) messages must necessarily be a Monte Carlo algorithm.

3.1.2

Problems

We consider two problems in addition to Byzantine agreement. The leader election problem is
the problem of all processors agreeing on a good processor [44]. The Universe reduction problem [37] is to bring processors to agreement on a small subset of processors with a fraction of
bad processors close to the fraction for the whole set. That is, the protocol terminates and each
good processor outputs the same set of processor ID’s such that this property holds. For each of
these problems, we say the protocol solves the problem with probability ρ if, given any worst case
adversary behavior, including choice of initial inputs, the probability of success of any execution
over the distribution of private random coin tosses is at least ρ.

Almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement, Universe reduction, and leader election is the modified version of each problem where instead of bringing all good processors to agreement, a large
majority of, but not necessarily all, good processors are brought to agreement.

3.1.3

Overview of Results

We show that by making use of the cryptographic assumptions detailed above and by relaxing the
fraction of bad processors to 1/8, we can significantly improve the communication costs and improve the load balancing characteristics while keeping the latency the same or making it slightly
better. Our algorithm works in the synchronous model of communication, although we conjecture
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that our algorithm could be converted to make it asynchronous. Our research is an extension of
two previous papers [44, 45] which introduce the concept of an election graph with groups of processors called committees. The algorithms in these two papers use Feige’s protocol described in
[33] to elect processors in committees in successive layers of the election graph. The use of Feige’s
protocol in the previous algorithms carry a heavy penalty in terms of the message complexity for
any reasonable size of networks.

Our new algorithm has two parts. The first part is an almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement
algorithm similar to [44, 45] except that instead of using Feige’s protocol we use a protocol by
Awerbuch and Scheideler [6] to elect processors in the committees. This allows us to make the
sizes of the committees much smaller, which leads to a significant improvement on the message
complexity performance of our algorithms from [44, 45]. Secondly, we implement and make use
of a protocol recently described in [42] which allows us to go from almost-everywhere Byzantine
√
agreement to everywhere Byzantine agreement using only Õ( n) messages. In particular, this
new algorithm ensures that with high probability all good processors in our new algorithm learn
the correct bit, unlike the algorithms in [44, 45].

3.1.4

Related Work

The algorithm presented in this chapter, along with the algorithm of [42], use randomization to
break through the 1985 Ω(n2 ) barrier [28] for message and bit complexity for Byzantine agreement
in the deterministic synchronous model, if we assume the adversary’s choice of bad processors is
made at the start of the protocol, i.e., independent of processors’ private coin flips. As mentioned
above, the algorithm in this paper also makes use of algorithms from [44, 45] to solve the almosteverywhere Byzantine agreement problem.
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In the empirical section of this chapter, we compare the resource costs of our algorithm with
the Byzantine agreement algorithm proposed by Cachin, Kursawe and Shoup [16]. Their algorithm
withstands up to n/3 bad processors, runs in constant expected time, and sends Θ(n2 ) messages.
However, unlike our algorithm, their algorithm requires a trusted dealer to distribute cryptographic
keys initially in order to set up a public key infrastructure. We emphasize that our algorithm
does not require the establishment of a public key infrastructure. As pointed out in section 3.1.1,
the algorithm we describe in this paper is partially synchronous, while the algorithm of Cachin,
Kursawe and Shoup is asynchronous.

Organization of the chapter In Section 3.2 we describe our algorithm. In Section 3.4 we empirically evaluate our algorithm. In section 3.3 we describe the algorithmic details and proofs.
Finally, in Section 6.1 we conclude and describe open problems.

3.2

Our Algorithm

Our algorithm consists of two parts:

1. A procedure for solving almost-everywhere Universe reduction (and BA);
2. A procedure for going from almost-everywhere Universe reduction to everywhere BA.

Our procedure for solving almost-everywhere Universe reduction is essentially the same as that
of [44], with the following two differences: (1) we replace the committee election protocol used
in [44], with a new election protocol based on a random number generation protocol by Awerbuch
and Scheideler [6]; and (2) we reduce the size of all committees from O(log3 n) to O(log n) and
make the appropriate changes in our election graph. This reduction in committee size is made
possible by the new election protocol from [6], which makes use of a cryptographic commitment
scheme. It is this reduction in committee size that leads to significant savings in bandwidth over
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the protocol of [44]. We note that we are not particularly dependent on the algorithm from [6]; any
robust, distributed random number generating algorithm will work. We simply use this algorithm
because it is the current state of the art in terms of resource costs.
Below, we sketch our entire protocol, details are given in section 3.3.

3.2.1

Almost-Everywhere Universe Reduction and BA

We first describe our protocol to compute almost-everywhere Universe reduction, based on [44].
The processors are assigned to groups of logarithmic size; each processor is assigned to multiple
groups. In parallel, each group then elects a small number of processors from within their group
to move on. We then recursively repeat this step on the set of elected processors until the number
of processors left is logarithmic. Although this approach is intuitively simple, there are several
complications that must be addressed.

(1) The groups must be determined in such a way that the election mechanism cannot be sabotaged by the bad processors.
(2) After each step, each elected processor must determine the identities of certain other elected
processors, in order to hold the next election.
(3) Election results must be communicated to the processors.
(4) To ensure load balancing, a processor which wins too many elections in one round cannot
be allowed to participate in too many groups in the next round.

We address these problems as follows. Item (1): we use a layered network with extractor-like
properties. Every processor is assigned to a specific set of nodes on layer 0 of the network. In
order to assign processors to a node A on layer ` > 0, the set of processors assigned to nodes on
layer ` − 1 that are connected to A hold an election. In other words, the topology of the network
determines how the processors are assigned to groups. By choosing the network to have certain de-
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sired properties, we can ensure that the election mechanism is robust against malicious adversaries.

To accomplish item (2), we use monitoring sets. Each node A of the layered network is assigned a set of nodes from layer 0, which we denote m(A). The job of the processors from m(A)
is simply to know which processors are assigned to node A. Since the processors of m(A) are
fixed in advance and known to all processors, any processor that needs to know which processors
are assigned to A can simply ask the processors from m(A). (In fact, the querying processor only
needs to randomly select a polylogarithmic subset of processors from m(A) in order to learn the
identities of the processors in A with high probability. This random sampling will be used to ensure load balancing.)

Since the number of processors that need to know the identities of processors in node A is polylogarithmic, the processors of m(A) will not need to send too many messages, but they need to
know which processors need to know so they do not respond to too many bad processors’ queries.
Hence the monitoring sets need to inform relevant other monitoring sets of this information.

Item (3): We use a communication tree connecting monitoring sets of children in the layered
networks with monitoring sets of parents to inform the monitoring sets which processors won each
of their respective elections and otherwise pass information to and from the individual processors
on layer 0. Item (4) is addressed by having such processors refrain from further participation.

The protocol results in almost-everywhere agreement on the subset of nodes rather than everywhere agreement, because the adversary can control a small fraction of the monitoring sets by
corrupting their nodes. Thus communication paths to some of the nodes are controlled by the adversary. We further note that with this protocol, it is trivial to communicate a bit to almost all of
the nodes in addition to communicating a small subset. Thus, it solves both almost-everywhere
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BA and almost-everywhere Universe reduction.

3.2.2

2

Almost-Everywhere to Everywhere

In this section, we describe the Almost-Everywhere to Everywhere protocol of [42]. This is exactly
the same protocol as from [42] but we include a description of it here for completeness. In the
almost-everywhere protocol sketched above all but a 1/ ln n fraction of the good processors agree
on a small subset of representative processors (and a bit). This result is proven in [42]. Our goal
in this section is to improve the fraction of good processors that agree on the bit. The protocol
assumes all processors have used the almost-everywhere agreement protocol to ensure that the
following precondition holds:

Precondition: We assume there is a subset C of O(log3 n) processors, a majority of which are
good; and a bit b that is the input bit of at least one good processor. Each processor p starts with
an hypothesis of the membership of C, Cp ; this hypothesis may or may not be equal to C or may
be empty; and each processor p starts with a value bp that may or may not be equal to b. The
following assumption is critical: there is a set S of at least (1/2 + )n good processors, such that
for all p ∈ S, Cp = C and bp = b.

Overview of Algorithm: The main idea of this protocol is for each processor p to randomly select
c log n processors to poll as to the membership of C. Unfortunately, if these requests are made
directly from p, the adversary can flood the network with “fake” requests so that the good processors are forced to send too many responses. Thus, the polling request are made through the set C,
which counts the messages received from each processor to enforce that total number of polling
requests sent out is not too large.

2 Moreover

the processors that correctly learn the subset of nodes will also learn the correct bit for BA.
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Figure 3.1: Election graph showing samplers.

Unfortunately, this approach introduces a new problem: processor p may have an incorrect
guess about the membership of C. We solve this by having p send a (type 1) message containing
√
its poll-list (Pollp ) to Listp , a set of c log n n randomly sampled processors. Processor p hopes
that at least one processor in the set Listp will have a correct guess about C and will thus be able
to forward a (type 2) message containing Pollp to C. To prevent these processors q ∈ Listp from
being flooded, each such processor q only forwards a type 2 message from a processor p if p ap√
pears in the set Forwardq , which is a set of n processors that are randomly sampled in advance.
Upon receiving a < Pollp , p > (type 2) message from any processor q, a processor in C then
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Figure 3.2: Steps 6-10 of almost-everywhere to everywhere Protocol

sends a (type 3) request with p’s ID to each member s ∈ Pollp . More precisely, a processor in
√
C only processes the first n such type 2 messages that it receives from any given processor q:
this is the crucial filtering that ensures that the total number of requests answered is not too large.
Upon receiving a type 3 request, < p, 3 > from a majority of C, s sends Cs to p, a (type 4) message.

There are two remaining technical problems. First, since a confused processor, p, can have a
Cp equal to a mostly corrupt set C 0 , C 0 can overload every confused processor. Hence we require
√
that any processor, p, who receives an overload (more than n log2 n) of type 3 requests wait until
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Each processor executes the following steps in any order:
1. Each processor p selects uniformly at random, independently, and with replacement
√ three
subsets, Listp ,√Forwardp , and Pollp of processor ID’s where: |Listp | = c n log n;
|Forwardp | = n; |Pollp | = c log n;
Verifying Membership in C:
2. memberp ← F ALSE
3. If p ∈ Cp , then p sends a message < Am I in C? > to the members of Pollp ;
4. If q receives a message < Am I in C? > from a processor p ∈ Cq , q sends < Y es > back to
the p;
5. If p receives a message < Yes > from a majority of members of Pollp then p sets memberp ←
T RU E;
Determing C:
6. p sends a message < Pollp , p, 1 > (type 1 message) to each processor in Listp ;
7. For each q: if < Pollp , p, 1 > is the first type 1 message received from processor p and
p ∈ Forwardq , then q sends < Pollp , p, 2 > (a type 2 message) to every processor√in Cq ;
8. For each r: if memberr = T RU E then for every processor q, for the first n type 2
messages of the form < Pollp , p, 2 > which are received from q, send < p, 3 > (type 3
message) to every processor
√ in2Pollp ;
9. For each s: for the first n log n different type 3 messages of the form
< p, 3 > which are each sent by a majority of processors in Cs , send < Cs , 4 > (type 4
message) to p;
10. If s receives the same type 4 message < C 0 , 4 > from a majority of processors in Polls then
(a) s sets Cs ← C 0 ; and
(b) s answers any remaining type 3 requests that have come from a majority of the current
Cs , i.e. for each such request < p, 3 > s sends < Cs , 4 > to p;
Algorithm 3.2.1: Almost-Everywhere to Everywhere

their own Cp is verified before responding. Second, the processors in C handle many more requests
than the other processors. The adversary can conceivably exploit this by bombarding confused
processors which think they are in C with type 2 requests. Thus, the algorithm begins with a
verification of membership in C. Each processor p sends a request message to a randomly selected
sample (Pollp ) which is responded to by a polled processor q if and only if p ∈ Cq . Example:
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An example run of our algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2. This figure follows the technically
challenging part of our protocol, steps 6-10, which are described in detail in Algorithm 3.2.1 listed
below. In F, time increases in the horizontal direction. This figure concerns a fixed processor p that
concludes p 6∈ C in the earlier parts of the algorithm (steps 2-5). For clarity, in this example, only
messages that are sent on behalf of p that eventually help p to determine C are shown. Moreover,
again for clarity, we show a best case scenario where all nodes in Pollp are assumed to have
√
received no more than n log2 n type 3 requests. In the first step of this example, p sends the
message < Pollp , p, 1 > to all nodes in Listp . The node q is the only node in this set such that
p ∈ Forwardq , so q forwards a type 2 message of the form < Pollp , p, 2 > to all the nodes in Cq .
In this example, Cq = C. Next all nodes in Cq send the message < p, 3 > to all nodes in Pollp . In
this example, all nodes in Pollp know the set C, so they all send the message < C > to p in the
final step.

3.3

D ETAILED

DESCRIPTION OF OUR ALGORITHM AND THE

ELECTION GRAPH .

3.3.1

C OMMITTEES

In a network with n processors, a committee is a collection of O(ln n) processors in the network.
First, we choose a set of committees each of size O(ln n) chosen uniformly at random from the n
processors in the network. We call this initial set of processors in committees layer ‘0’ committees.

Definition 3.3.1. A committee is called good if less than a 1/8 fraction of the processors in the
committee have been taken over by the adversary.
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3.3.2

C OMMITTEE S ELECTION

We use the sampler to spread out coalitions of bad processors. Each committee is selected from
the processors elected by the E LECT H IGHER C OMM algorithm from the previous layer so that
the fraction of bad committees is bounded by 0 /2 ln n for some 0 ∈ [0, 1]. The R ANDOM ID
protocol, which guarantees that the additional fraction of bad processors due to elections from
good committees is also bounded by 0 /2 ln n which then gives a total bound of 0 / ln n on the
growth of the fraction of bad processors appearing in successive layers in the worst case.

3.3.3

E LECTION DESCRIPTION

The election graph consists of a full tree with the layer ‘0’ committees at the leaf nodes. Initially,
there are committees only at the leaf nodes. These committees are created by a uniform sampler
that assigns the processors to committees. The processors in non-leaf nodes will be elected by the
algorithm described later in this section. This algorithm repeatedly makes use of the R ANDOM ID
protocol from [6]. This protocol is used to assign random numbers in the range [0, 1]. We use these
random numbers to select a processor in each committee to advance to subsequent layers. First,
we describe the properties of the protocol in [6] by the following theorem from [6].
Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose that |P | = m and there are t < 1/6m adversarial peers in P. Then the
R ANDOM ID protocol generates random keys y1 , y2 , . . . yk ∈ {0, 1}s with m − 2t ≤ k ≤ m and
the property that for all subsets S ⊆ {0, 1}s with σ = |S|/2s , E[|i |yi ∈ S|] ∈ [(m − 2t)σ, m · σ]
Further, the worst-case message complexity of the protocol is O(m2 ).
Proof. Proof of this theorem can be found in [6]. We also note here that the Random numbers
generated by the protocol in our algorithm cannot be biased. Since we assume private channels and
a non-adaptive adversary, while the algorithm assumes public channels and an adaptive adversary.
As the bias assumed in the generated random numbers described in the description of the algorithm
comes from the adaptive behavior of adversarial nodes.
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3.3.3.1

Committee Election Protocol

The method used to run elections is a simple adaptation from the random number generation protocol of [6]. This protocol requires a bit commitment scheme h, where h(x) reveals nothing about
x. In practice, a cryptographic hash function should be sufficient for h.
Suppose that we have a set P of m players, p1 , . . . pm , that know each other and their indexing,
with any t of them being adversarial for some t < m/6. The round-robin random number generator
works as follows for some player p? ∈ P initiating it.

1. Each player pi ∈ P sets Pi := P \{pi } and waits for 8i time steps. Each time it receives
an accusation (pk )pj from a player pj ∈ P it has not received an accusation from yet, it
sets Pi := P \{pk }. Once the 8i steps are over, pi initiates the next step. pi terminates after
8(m + 1) steps.
2. If |Pi | ≥ 2m/3, then pi chooses a random xi ∈ {0, 1}s and sends (h(xi ), Pi )pi to all players
in Pi . Otherwise, pi aborts the protocol (which will not happen if t < m/6).
3. Each player pj ∈ Pi receiving a message (h(xi ), Pi )pi for the first time from pi with Pi ≥
2m/3 chooses a random xj ∈ {0, 1}s and sends the message (pi , h(xj ), Pi )pj to pi . Otherwise, it does nothing.
4. If all players in Pi reply within 2 time steps, then pi sends ({(pi , h(xj ), Pi )pj |pj ∈ Pi })pi to
all players in Pi . Otherwise, pi sends an accusation (pj )pi for any pj ∈ Pi that did not reply
correctly or in time to all players in P and stops its attempt of generating a random number.
5. Once pj ∈ Pi receives ({(pi , h(xk ), Pi )pk |pk ∈ Pi })pi from pi , pj sends (xj )pj to pi .
6. If pi gets a correct reply back from all players in Pi within 2 time steps, then it sends
L
L
(xi , {(xj )pj |pj ∈ Pi })pi to all players in Pi and computes yi = xi ⊕ pj ∈Pi xj where
is
the bit-wise XOR operation. Otherwise, pi sends an accusation (pj )pi to all players in P for
any pj ∈ Pi that did not reply correctly or in time and stops.
7. Once pj ∈ Pi receives (xi , {(xk )pk |pk ∈ Pi })pi , pj verifies that all keys are correct. Then pj
L
(i)
(i)
computes yj = xi ⊕ qk ∈ Pi xk and sends the message (yj )pj to pi .
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8. If pi receives yi from at least 2m/3 players in P within 2 time steps, it accepts the computation and otherwise sends an accusation (pj )pi to all players in P for any pj ∈ Pi that did not
reply correctly or in time.

3.3.3.1.1

A LGORITHMIC

DESCRIPTION .

The R ANDOM ID protocol elects only one proces-

sor from each committee to advance to the next layer i of the network and broadcasts a message to
its members informing them which processor was elected. This is done using a procedure called
E LECT H IGHER C OMM(A) shown in Algorithm 3.3.3. The procedure is called once for each layer
i − 1 to elect the nodes in layer i. As each processor is elected to layer i, the processors in its
respective committees in layer i − 1 are informed via a broadcast to the processors in their committees of the election of these processors. Within the procedure E LECT H IGHER C OMM, the selected
processors are assigned committees by the sampler to disperse possible coalitions of bad processors to reduce the probability of having bad processors take over a committee. The sampler selects
the processors in each committee such that there are O(ln n) sized committees with only a small
fraction of these committees being bad at each layer i.

The processors in each committee A ,learn which processors belong to A by contacting a set
of processors called the monitoring set of A which we will refer to as m(A) are an idea from [44].
The monitoring set of a committee A, is a set of layer ‘0’ committees which know the processors
assigned to A, whose identity is fixed in advance and is known to all processors. The processors
in committee A, need only randomly sample O(ln n) processors in m(A) to learn the processors
in A with high probability. We will describe later in this section the mechanism by which these
monitoring sets learn the processors in each committee.

These elections continue until layer l consisting of at least O(ln3 n) processors, this algorithm
is performed by a procedure called T REE S ELECT given in Algorithm 3.3.4. This procedure is later
called by the BA algorithm shown in Algorithm 3.3.5. After receiving a set of O(ln3 n) processors
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from T REE S ELECT, it runs the Byzantine agreement algorithm in [44] which we will refer to from
now on as the H EAVYWEIGHT-BA on these set of processors. The agreed upon bit by the good
processors is then broadcast to all other processors in the network. This is done by traversing the
Election graph downward in a breadth first manner and broadcasting the identity of the processor
selected to be the leader to each processor in each committee. We note here that this algorithm can
be adapted easily to solve the Leader Election problem by using the R ANDOM ID protocol to select
a leader and then broadcasting the identity of this leader downward through the Election graph as
mentioned earlier. The monitoring sets are described in [44].

3.3.4

A LMOST- EVERYWHERE B YZANTINE AGREEMENT P ROTOCOL

The almost-everywhere Byzantine agreement Protocol, called AEBA, works by calling the H EAVYWEIGHTBA algorithm with the group of processors in the last layer of the election graph as input. The
H EAVYWEIGHT-BA algorithm has a message complexity O(n2 ) on input of size n. We show that
the algorithm AEBA sends no more that O(ln3 n) messages per processor in a fully connected
communication network. We show this by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.2. The Byzantine agreement Protocol AEBA sends at most O(n ln3 n) messages in
total using a fully connected communication network (complete graph) .

3.3.5

C OMMUNICATION TREE AND MONITORING SETS

When processors advance in the election graph, processors within a committee do not know the
identity of the other processors within the committee. The monitoring sets provide this information
to the members of each committee. It is convenient to assume that the committee A, in layer i is
the root of some tree with it’s children being the committees linked to it via the processors elected
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Input: A the set of processors in a committee in layer i
1: while not layer 0 do
2:
if the processors if the processors in the child nodes C1 , C2 , . . . Cj for A are unknown then
3:
CALL F IND P ROCESSORS(Cj ) to learn the processors in each Cj that are children of A.
4:
committee A in layer i, sends a message to each of it’s children C1 , C2 , . . . Cj in layer i − 1
5:
CALL I NFORM M ONITORING S ET on each of C1 , C2 , . . . Cj
Algorithm 3.3.1: I NFORM M ONITORING S ET(A)

Figure 3.3: Algorithm for informing sending messages to monitoring sets.

Input: A the set of processors in a committee in layer i
1: for each processor p ∈ A do
2:
sample uniformly at random a set S of O(ln n) processors in m(A)
3:
poll the processors in S for the identities of the processors in A
4:
accept via majority filtering the identities of the processors in A from S
Algorithm 3.3.2: F IND P ROCESSORS(A)

Figure 3.4: Algorithm for learning the identity of the processors its committee.

from layer i − 1. We will from now on refer to this tree as the communication tree. This communication tree is rooted at the set of O(ln3 n) processors in layer ‘0’ of the election graph referred
to in Lemma 3.3.6. The children of some node i in layer l in the communication tree is the set of
O(ln n) committees in layer l − 1, that is committees numbered i · γ, i · γ + 1, . . . , (i + 1) · γ − 1
from layer l − 1 where γ = r/s from the sampler properties. The leaf nodes of the communication
tree are the layer ‘0’ committees in the election graph. This scheme embeds the communication
tree completely in the election graph. We assume sending messages from node A to node B to
simply mean every processor in node A sending messages to every processor in node B with each
processor deciding by majority filtering on the messages it received. The identity of the processors in committee A, are sent to m(A) after the election of each processor to a committee using
the procedure called I NFORM M ONITORING S ET. The procedure sends the identity of the elected
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Input: A the set of processors in layer i of the election graph
Output: D the set of processors, elected to layer i + 1 in the election graph
1: for each committee C in layer i do
2:
for each processor pi in C do
3:
F IND P ROCESSORS(C)
4:
C selects the processor p with p ← R ANDOM ID(C)
5:
add p to D
{use the sampler to spread out the bad processors in committees}
6: D = F (D)
7: for each committee Ci in D do
8:
CALL I NFORM M ONITORING S ET(Ci ).
9: return D
Algorithm 3.3.3: E LECT H IGHER C OMM(A)

Figure 3.5: Algorithm for electing the next layer of processors.

Input: A the set of n processors
Output: P a set of ln3 n processors .
1: Com0 ← A
2: for i=0 to l and |Comi+1 | > ln3 n do
3:
for each processor in layer i {elect the processors to layer i + 1 }
4:
Comi+1 ← E LECT H IGHER C OMM(Comi )
5: return P
Algorithm 3.3.4: T REE S ELECT(A)
Figure 3.6: Algorithm for electing a set of ln3 n processors

processors in A to m(A) by recursively sending messages through the children of node A in the
communication tree.. The procedure F IND P ROCESSORS is called by each processor in a committee to learn the identities of the processors in that particular committee. It does this by sampling
uniformly at random O(ln n) processors in m(A) to learn the identity of the processors in A. This
guarantees that with high probability, these nodes know the processors in A.
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Input: A the set of n processors
Output: Most good processors agree on the value of a bit.
1: A0 ← A
2: A1 ← T REE S ELECT(A0 )
3: H EAVYWEIGHT-BA(A1 ) { Run Byzantine agreement protocol on A1 O(ln3 n) subset of A }
{inform the processors in successive layers the of the value of the bit}
4: for i=l to 1 do
5:
for each node(committee) in layer i
6:
Broadcast to the processors in child nodes in layer i-1 the bit agreed upon.
7:
The processors in layer i-1 use majority filtering to accept the bit agreed upon.
Algorithm 3.3.5: AEBA(A)

Figure 3.7: Algorithm for Byzantine agreement.

3.3.6

D ETAILED PROOFS

Lemma 3.3.1. In the election graph, if the number of processors in layer i − 1 is no less than ln3 n
and the fraction of bad processors is no more than 1/8 − 0 then, the fraction of bad committees
in layer i is no more than 0 /2 ln n.

Proof. Using the uniform (θ, , β) sampler with θ = 0 , β = 1/8−0 , γ = s/r = 1/c1 , c1 > 1,  =
0 /2 ln n and (log2 e)(d20 (1/8 − 0 ))/3 > 2 ln n/c1 0 ⇒ d > C ln n for some constant C. We see
that the bounds are automatically satisfied from the properties of the sampler.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let G be the set of processors elected from good committees at layer i with at least
ln3 n processors in layer i, and the fraction of bad processors in layer i, is no more than fi . Then
with high probability, the fraction of bad processors in G is no more than fi + 0 /2 ln n.

Proof. Let Xj be the random variable assigned to jth processor elected at layer i − 1, such that
P
Xj = 1 if the jth processor is bad and 0 otherwise with X = i=l
j=1 Xj where l is the number
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of processors in layer i, then these random variables are independent. Using Chernoff bounds
P r(|X − µ| ≥ δµ) ≤ 2e−δ
βl0 /2 ln n) ≤ 2e−βl

0 2 /12 ln2

n

2 µ/3

with µ = E[X] = βl, δ = 0 /2 ln n we get P r(|X − µ| ≥

= 1/nc for some constant c, if l ≥ ln3 n.

Lemma 3.3.3. With high probability, at layer i, with the number of processors in layer i − 1 being
no less than ln3 n, the fraction of bad processors in layer i is no more than fi = f0 + i0 / ln n for
some constant 0 .

Proof. The proof is by induction on the layer i.
1. Base case i = 0.
The fraction of bad processors initially at layer 0 is f0 .
2. Inductive Step.
We assume the statement is true for layer i, so using the Inductive Hypothesis, fi = f0 +
i0 / ln n. For layer i + 1, using Lemma 1.3 the additional fraction of bad processors elected
to layer i + 1 due to bad committees is at most 0 /2 ln n applying Lemma 1.4 the additional
fraction of bad processors elected from good committees is at most 0 /2 ln n. So the total
fraction of bad processors at layer i + 1 is fi + 0 /2 ln n + 0 /2 ln n = fi + 0 / ln n which is
f0 + (i + 1)0 / ln n.

Theorem 3.3.3. The Byzantine agreement Protocol BA sends at most O(n ln3 n) messages in total
using a fully connected communication network (complete graph) .

Proof. The number of committees in layer i of the election graph is n/γ i+1 . The number of
processors in layer i is Cn ln n/γ i+1 . The election graph is of height l = ln nC − 2 ln ln n −
ln γ/ ln γ and C ln n is the size of a committee, where C > 0 is some constant defined by the
properties of the sampler in Lemma 2.2.
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• Communication costs for informing monitoring sets for processors in layer i:
– Each node in the communication tree needs only to learn the identity of it’s immediate
children in layer i − 1 once. The identity of the processors in child nodes in the lower
layers of the communication tree are already known.
– The cost of learning the identity of a committee by sampling 10 ln n processors is
10C 2 ln3 n.
– The cost of learning the processors for all the immediate children of the nodes in layer
i is 10nC 2 ln3 n/γ i .
– The cost of learning all the processors in the communication tree of height l is then

10C ln3 n nC − (γ ln n)2 /γ (γ − 1).
– The cost of sending messages down the tree for all layers 1 · · · l is:


C ln2 n(nC ln nC/ ln2 n (γ − 1) + γ ln γ nC − ln2 n )/ ln γ (γ − 1)2
.

– So the total cost of informing the monitoring sets is: C ln2 n(nC ln nC/ ln2 n (γ − 1) +

γ ln γ nC − ln2 n )/ ln γ (γ − 1)2

+ 10C ln3 n nC − (γ ln n)2 /γ (γ − 1). Which is O(n ln3 n).
• Next, we calculate the message complexity for the election process:
– The cost of learning the processors for all committees in all the layers of the election

graph is 10C ln3 n nC − (γ ln n)2 /γ (γ − 1).
– The cost of running the R ANDOM ID algorithm for all layers of the algorithm is

10C 2 ln2 n nC − γ ln2 n / (γ − 1)
– The total cost of the election process is O(n ln3 n).
• The cost of the Byzantine agreement Algorithm run on the processors in the last layer is
O(ln6 n).
• The cost of sending the agreed bit down to the processors in layer ‘0’ from the O(ln3 n)

processors in layer l is C ln2 n nC − γ ln2 n / (γ − 1).
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• The total cost of this process is O(n ln3 n).

The proofs of the correctness of the algorithm to inform all the confused processors can be
found in King and Saia [42].

3.4

E XPERIMENTS

3.4.1

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

From now on we will refer to our algorithm as the NAT REE algorithm. We ran our simulations
using the BEA 64 bit Java 6.0 virtual machine JRockit on a machine with 8G of memory. The
size of the network simulated was between 1,000 to 4,000,000 processors. In our algorithm, the
parameters for the sampler were γ = r/s = 60, β = 0 = 1/12 making d ≥ 50 ln n. We used the
latest draft standards for hash functions FIPS 180-3[57] and the latest draft standards for digital
signatures [58] in our measure of the actual bit complexity of our algorithm. We used hash functions of size 512 bits, and 2048 bits for digital signatures.

We simulated two algorithm in the experiments: NAT REE which has been described previously; and the algorithm from [16] which we will refer to as the CKS algorithm. We simulated the
NAT REE algorithm with parameters set so that it can tolerate a 1/8 fraction of bad processors. Our
choice of the CKS algorithm was motivated by the fact that if seems to have the smallest message
complexity of Byzantine agreement algorithms described in the literature. We compared these two
algorithms along three metrics: number of messages sent, number of bits sent, and latency. The
CKS algorithm requires each node to send to every other node in the network, so the asymptotic
√
number of messages sent per node is O(n). This is in contrast to Õ( n) for the same metric for
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the NAT REE algorithm. The latency for the CKS algorithm is a constant in contrast to the latency
for the NAT REE algorithm which is O(log n). The CKS algorithm can tolerate a 1/3 fraction of
faulty processors. We emphasize that this is larger than the fraction of bad processors that can be
tolerated by our algorithm as simulated here. However, our interest in scalable communication
costs inclines us to consider tradeoffs of fault tolerance for scalability.

3.4.2

Experimental Results

The outcomes of our experiments are shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. We note that, in our
experiments, the measured message complexity for the CKS algorithm varies predictably for different network sizes. This is true since the CKS algorithm requires every node to send messages
to every other node in the network a fixed number of times and then always stops. In contrast, the
number of messages that a given node sends in our algorithm is less predictable. All data points
shown in all of our plots are the average over at least 5 trials.

Figure 3.8 (top) shows the log of the network size vs. average number of messages sent. This
plot shows that the NAT REE algorithm begins to display better performance at about 65,000 processors on this metric, and for networks much larger than this size, exhibits significant improvement over the CKS algorithm. Figure 3.8 (bottom) shows the log of the network size vs. log of the
average number of messages sent. Since this is a log-log plot, the slopes of the two lines fitting
the data points give a good approximation to the exponents of n in the function giving the average message cost. Thus, as expected, in this plot the slope for the line for the CKS algorithm is
approximately 1. Moreover, as expected, the slope for the NAT REE algorithm is about 1/2, since
the almost-everywhere to everywhere part of the algorithm requires each node to send Õ(n1/2 )
messages.
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Figure 3.9 (top) shows the log of the network size vs the average number of bits sent. For this
metric, the NAT REE algorithm performs better than the CKS algorithm for all networks of size
greater than about 1, 000. This is due to the larger message sizes of the CKS algorithm because of
its extensive use of cryptography. The bit complexity barely registers on the graph because of the
resolution and since it is at most of the order of 108 bits. Figure 3.8 (bottom) shows the log of the
network size vs. log of the average number of messages sent. Again the CKS algorithm displays
linear slope for this plot. However, the slope for our algorithm is about 1/4, which much less
than the 1/2 expected. We believe this discrepancy is due to the fact that the “almost-everywhere”
stage of the NAT REE algorithm dominates in terms of the number of bits sent for network sizes we
tested, and that this stage has an asymptotic cost less than Õ(n1/2 ). The dominance of the almosteverywhere stage is likely due to the fact that it is the only part of the NAT REE algorithm that uses
cryptography. To verify our conjecture, we separated out the bit cost for the almost-everywhere
stage in the plot shown in Figure 3.10 (top). As can be seen in this figure, for larger values of n
the dominance of the almost-everywhere stage becomes less pronounced, and so we expect that
for very large values of n, the slope in the log-log plot will approach 1/2.

Figure 3.10 (bottom) shows the log of the network size vs latency. The latency of the CKS
algorithm (O(1)) is better than that of the NAT REE algorithm(O(log n)) as show by the figure.
The latency for our algorithm is a step function since many values of n map to the same election
graphs, and the latency of the NAT REE algorithm is dominated by the diameter of the election
graph.
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Figure 3.8: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. average number of messages; Bottom: Log of number
of nodes vs log of average number of messages
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Figure 3.9: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. average number of bits sent; Bottom: Log of number
of nodes vs log of average number of bits sent
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Figure 3.10: Top: Proportion of bandwidth used by the almost-everywhere part of our algorithm.
Bottom: Latency vs. the logarithm of the number of nodes
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Adaptive Adversary

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we described a Byzantine agreement algorithm for a non-adaptive adversary. Here we describe two algorithms for Byzantine agreement in the presence of an adaptive
√
adversary. Both algorithms assume private channels, send Õ( n) messages per processor, and
have O(log n) latency. Our algorithms are necessarily Monte Carlo and succeed with high probability 1 − O(1/nk ) for some k > 0.

4.1.1

Our Contributions

Our first algorithm, which we call S HALLOW T REE, tolerates up to

√

n adaptive faults and less

than n(1/6 − ) randomly distributed faults. The second which we call D EEP T REE, is a fully
adaptive algorithm, tolerating < n(1/3 − ) adaptive faults, for any positive . This algorithm is
more efficient in practice than the recent result in [43].
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While our S HALLOW T REE algorithm in this chapter has resource costs that are asymptotically
no better than the result of [42] and the algorithm in Chapter 3 (with respect to Õ() notation), in
practice our algorithms are much more efficient. Our algorithms also tolerate an adaptive adversary
rather than a non-adaptive adversary as the algorithms, in Chapter 3 and [42].

4.1.2

Chapter Organization

In sections 4.2 and 4.3 we give a high-level description of the two algorithms. Section 4.4 contains
the analysis and proofs of correctness of the algorithms. In section 4.5 we describe our experimental results and observations and describe how these match with assumptions.

4.2

S HALLOW T REE Algorithm

4.2.1

Adversarial Model

We assume up to

√
n adaptive faults and up to n(1/6−) non-adaptive randomly distributed faults.

We assume the existence of a bit-commitment scheme, but otherwise make no cryptographic assumptions. We describe the algorithm, S HALLOW T REE, which has the properties given in the
following theorem.

√
Theorem 4.2.1 (S HALLOW T REE). The S HALLOW T REE algorithm tolerates up to n adaptive
√
faults and n (1/6 − ) faults distributed uniformly at random. It sends Õ( n) messages per processor, and has latency O(log n) .
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Figure 4.1: S HALLOW T REE election tree

4.2.2

Election Tree Description

√
The algorithm uses an election tree of height 1, and all nodes in the tree contain Θ( n log n)
√
processors. Layer 0 contains Θ( n) nodes. Layer 1 contains a single node. The processors are
assigned to the set of all nodes via a (1/ log n, 1/ log n) sampler.

Each processor in a node in layer 1 contains links via a sampler with degree Θ(log3 n) to all
processors in the single node at layer 0. Specifically, each node in layer 1 has a connection to its
children in layer 0 via a (1/ log n, 1/ log n) sampler. We call these edges `-links. These `-links
perform the function of the `-links in [43], they are used to send messages from the processors
in the single node at layer 1 to the processors in its children at layer 0. When messages are sent
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from layer 1 to the processors in layer 0, the processors in layer 0 decide the message to accept by
majority filtering: each processor takes the most common copy of each message.

4.2.3

High-level algorithm description

The S HALLOW T REE algorithm is given as Algorithm 4.2.1. The algorithm makes use of the Awerbuch and Scheidler algorithm [6], which allows a set of processors to select uniformly random
numbers. We will refer to this as the AS algorithm. We note that random numbers generated by
the AS algorithm in the presence of an adaptive adversary are biased. The bias introduced can only
“sabotage the random number generation of at most t honest players ” [6]. This means only a 2t/n
fraction of the random numbers generated are biased. This still leaves greater than a 2/3 fraction
of random numbers distributed uniformly at random since t < n/6 − .

At the beginning of the algorithm, all processors in the root node run a heavy-weight Byzantine agreement algorithm (CKS [16]) to decide on an output bit. This bit is then sent down to the
processors at layer 0 via the `-links. At this point almost all processors have the correct bit.

The next step of the algorithm is to run the almost-everywhere to everywhere (AE2E) algorithm
given as Algorithm A.1.3 in the Appendix. The global random numbers used in this algorithm will
be provided by the processors at the root node. In each round, these processors will generate a
random number using the AS algorithm and will send that number to the processors at layer 0 via
the `-links.
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1: Processors at the root node run the CKS [16] to reach agreement on their input bits.
2: Processors at the root node sent this bit value to the processors below them via the `-links.
3: All the processors run the AE2E Algorithm A.1.3. The source of the global random numbers

for this algorithm comes from the processors at the root node. These processors run the AS
algorithm [6] in each round and send the result down via the `-links.
Algorithm 4.2.1: S HALLOW T REE

4.3

D EEP T REE Algorithm

4.3.1

Model Description

In this section, we assume an adaptive adversary where a (1/3 − ) fraction of the processors may
suffer Byzantine faults for any positive . We assume private channels, but otherwise make no
cryptographic assumptions. We describe an algorithm D EEP T REE with the following theoretical
properties. We note that D EEP T REE has equivalent theoretical properties to the algorithm in [43].
However, in practice, it is more efficient.

Theorem 4.3.1 (D EEP T REE). The D EEP T REE algorithm achieves Byzantine agreement with
probability 1 − 1/nc for c > 0, against an adaptive adversary taking over up to a 1/3 −  fraction
√
of the processors. Moreover, it has O(log n) latency and requires each processor to send Õ( n)
bits.

4.3.2

D EEP T REE description

D EEP T REE is very similar to the algorithm of [43]. However, there are the following differences:
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1. We use only 2 bins in the subcommittee election protocol. The algorithm in [43] uses logδ n
bins for some δ > 0 .
2. The election graph is a binary tree, while the algorithm in [43] uses a q-ary tree where q is
polylogarithmic.
3. We use a sampler after every election to choose the subset to elect based on the processors
in the lightest bin selected by Feige’s algorithm.
4. We have fewer processors in each node. Specifically, each node is of size Θ(logk n) where
k ≥ 7/3. In contrast to the algorithm in [43], where the size of each node is much larger.

We simply state the Lemma 3.3 from [40] which holds for the sampler used in our algorithm to
choose a better committee.

xr

Lemma 4.3.1. Assume r = O(lnk n) for some k ≥ 7/3, with s = |xr2−( 2 −1) |. Then with high
probability, the subcommittee produced by the (1/ ln n, s−α ), α < 1 sampler in the algorithm
S UBCOMMITTEE E LECTION has no more than a t/r + 1/ ln n fraction of bad processors.

4.3.3

Almost-Everywhere Byzantine agreement

The algorithm for Almost-Everywhere Byzantine agreement is the same as [43], we include the
algorithm in the appendix in section A.1.2. The proof of correctness is exactly the same we restate
the Lemma for completeness. We call a processor knowledgeable if it is good and agrees on a
message m. Otherwise, if it is good, it is confused. We assume that (1/2 + )n, of the processors
are knowledgeable. We use the sequential (s, t) a.e.random- source which generates a sequence of
bits, with t ≥ c log n, and s is poly-logarithmic.
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We use the protocol in Algorithm 3 of [43], we include the Lemmata describing the proof of
correctness from [43] for completeness.

Lemma 4.3.2. Almost-Everywhere Byzantine agreement algorithm (a.e.BA). In the a.e.BA algorithm, at least a 2/3 + 5l/ log n fraction of winning arrays are good on every level `. In particular,
the protocol can be used to generate a sequence of random words, of length r = wq (one from
each array at the root of the tournament tree) of which a 2/3 +  − 5 = / log log n fraction are
random and known to 1 − 1/ log n fraction of good processors.
Theorem 4.3.2. The Almost-Everywhere Byzantine agreement algorithm sends no more than Õ(n)
messages.

Proof. At each layer ` of the algorithm, each processors sends Õ(n) messages, since we have a
poly-logarithmic number of layers, the total number of messages sent is Õ(n).
Lemma 4.3.3. Assume at the start of the protocol n/2 + n good processors agree on a message
m and can generate a random bit. Let c be any positive constant. Then after a single execution of
the loop:
1. With probability 4/( log n) − 1/nc , this protocol results in agreement on m.
2. With probability 1 − 1/nc , every processor either agrees on m or is undecided.

4.4
4.4.1

Analysis and Proofs
S HALLOW T REE

√
Theorem 4.4.1. The S HALLOW T REE algorithm sends at most Õ( n) messages per processor.
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√
Proof. Running the subcommittee election protocol each processor sends Õ( n) messages from
√
running the AS algorithm in each node of layer 1. Since layer 1 has Õ( n) nodes, the cost of
√
running the CKS [16] algorithm is no more than Õ( n) per processor. The cost of sending the
√
agreed bit and the random numbers to the processors in layer 0 through the `-links is Õ( n)
messages per processor.

Lemma 4.4.1. With probability 1 − 1/nc , after the elections at layer 0, there are at least 5/6 +  −
1/ log n fraction of good processors in layer 0.

Proof. This follows from the sampler properties.

Lemma 4.4.2. With probability 1 − nc , the S HALLOW T REE algorithm succeeds and at least a
5/6 +  − 2/ log n fraction of the good processors learn the value of the bit. Further, after running
Algorithm 4.3.3, all the good processors learn the value of the bit.

√
Proof. At layer 1 of the network we have O( n log n) processors with high probability a 5/6 +
 − 1/ log n fraction of the processors at layer 0 know the value of the bit after running Rabin’s
algorithm. Running the Algorithm 4.3.3, with high probability, from Lemma 4.3.3 all the good
processors learn the value of the bit. Note that we may choose not to run Algorithm 4.3.3 in the
fail-stop model.
Lemma 4.4.3. Suppose we have 2 bins in the D EEP T REE algorithm, let c, , α be any positive
constants, suppose there are r processors with t = 1/3− fraction are bad such that r = c1 logk n,
where k ≥ 2 + α, with probability 1 − 1/nc , a majority of the processors in the lightest bin are
good.

Proof. We fix some bin B. Let X =

P

j

Xj be the number of good processors in bin B, with Xj

the jth processor in B. These Xj are independent, with P r(Xj = 1) = 1/3 + /2,E[X] ≥ r/3 +
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r/2. Applying Chernoff bounds P r(X < E[X] · 1 − 72  ) ≤ 
for  = 2/ log n, α ≥ 37 , c1 ≥ 6, c ≥ 1.

− 72 

E[X]

e

(1− 72 )
1 − 72 



≤ n−c

In the worst case the bad processors flood the bin and with probability 1 − 1/nc , the good


processors in bin B are no less than (1 − 7/2 log n) 2 · log7/3 n + 6 · log5/3 n which is greater
than 2 log7/3 n − 6 · log5/3 n.
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4.5

Experiments

Figure 4.2: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. number of messages sent; Bottom: Log of number
of nodes vs max messages sent by a node.
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Figure 4.3: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. number of bits sent; Bottom: Log of number of nodes
vs max bits sent by a node.
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Figure 4.4: Algorithm Latency

4.5.1

Setup

Our algorithms make heavy use of samplers which we create randomly. For the D EEP T REE algorithm we could not create a complete simulation of the election tree because of memory constraints.
So we estimated the cost of each step of the algorithm instead. We used the OpenMP compiler directives to speed up the simulation on a machine with 128G of memory and 48 cores. The size
of the network simulated was between 1,000 and 1,024,000 processors. The latency of the D EEP T REE algorithm is O(log n), while that of the S HALLOW T REE algorithm is O(1). Our goal was to
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measure latency, total number of bits sent, and maximum number of messages and bits sent. For
the D EEP T REE algorithm because of the computational cost, we could not calculate the maximum
messages/bits sent by the algorithm. As storing the data structures required is memory intensive so
we use the average number of bits sent as an estimate instead, although we can calculate the total
messages/bits sent.

4.5.2

Results

As seen in Figure 4.2 (top), the S HALLOW T REE algorithm sends fewer messages than the CKS
algorithm, for n larger than 16,000. However, the D EEP T REE algorithm sends significantly more
messages than the CKS algorithm for all network sizes tested this is likely because the constants
in the algorithm are large because of the cost of running a.e.BA-with-random-source. Although we
can extrapolate that the crossover point for the D EEP T REE algorithm beating the CKS algorithm
is at about n larger than 4,000,000.

Figure 4.2 (bottom) shows that load balancing in the S HALLOW T REE algorithm is poor, with
some processors sending much more than the average number of messages. This is not surprising
given that the processors in the top node must send messages to a large number of processors below.
In contrast, the CKS and D EEP T REE algorithms seem to have reasonably good load-balancing.

Figure 4.3 (top) shows that when we consider the number of bits sent the performance of the
S HALLOW T REE and D EEP T REE algorithms is much better. The two algorithms send fewer bits
than the CKS algorithm. The size of an individual message in the CKS algorithm is large since it
uses digital signatures.
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Figure 4.3 (bottom) shows that although the S HALLOW T REE and D EEP T REE algorithms are
not as well load balanced as the CKS algorithm, the maximum bits sent by an individual node is
still less compared with the CKS algorithm.

Figure 4.4 shows the latencies for the S HALLOW T REE and D EEP T REE algorithms are logarithmic, since we are using the same AE2E (A.1.3) algorithm in [43], although the S HALLOW T REE
algorithm performs slightly better than that of the D EEP T REE algorithm since the S HALLOW T REE
algorithm has only two layers in its election graph. The latency of the CKS algorithm is better than
that of the S HALLOW T REE and D EEP T REE algorithms since its latency is O(1).

4.6

D EEP T REE algorithm details

4.6.1

Algorithmic Description

The processors are arranged in a binary tree with each processor appearing in a poly-logarithmic
number of nodes. The nodes in higher levels contain a larger number of processors. The single
node at the root contains all the processors. The leaf nodes of the network are referred to as layer
1 with its parents being the nodes in layer 2 and so on.

Each processor at the start of the algorithm possesses an array of random bits, one for each
layer of the election graph network. The processors at each layer of the network use the secret
sharing scheme in Section 4.6.2 to share their arrays with the nodes in layer 1. Starting from the
lowest layer, the arrays in the nodes in each layer elect sub-arrays of random bits to advance to the
next layer using the algorithm described in Section 4.3.2. These sub-arrays are then ‘shared’ using
the sharing scheme among the processors in the parent node and erased from the memories of the
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current processors. This process is continued to the root node. The key idea is that since the parent
nodes contain a larger amount of processors, it becomes harder for the adversarial nodes to learn
the secret. At the root node, since we have a smaller set of bit-arrays, this will form the input to the
a.e.random.source algorithm in [43] which will give the output to the protocol. The network and
communication protocols are described in [43] and are included in this section for completeness.

4.6.2

Secret Sharing

We assume any secret sharing scheme which is a (n, τ ) threshold scheme, for τ = n/3. That is,
each of n players are given shares of size proportional to the message M and τ shares are required
to reconstruct M . Every message which is the size of M is consistent with any subset of τ or fewer
shares, so no information as to the contents of M is gained about the secret from holding fewer
than τ shares. Furthermore, we require that if a player possesses all the shares and less than n/3 are
falsified by an adversary, the player can reconstruct the secret. See [54] for details on constructing
such a scheme. We will make extensive use of the following definition.
Definition 4.6.1.

SECRET S HARE (s):

To share a sequence of secret words s with n1 processes

(including itself) of which τ − 1 may be corrupt, a processor (dealer) creates and distributes
shares of each of the words using a (n1 , τ1 ) secret sharing mechanism. Note that if a processor
knows a share of a secret, it can treat that share as a secret. To share that share with n2 processors
of which at most τ2 − 1 processors are corrupt, it creates and distributes shares of the share using
a (n2 , τ2 ) mechanism and deletes its original share from memory. This can be iterated many times.
We define a 1−share of a secret to be a share of a secret and an i−share of a secret to be a share
of an (i − 1)−share of a secret.
To reveal a secret sequence s, all processors which receive a share of s from a dealer send this
shares to a processor p which computes the secret. This also may be iterated to first reconstruct
i − 1 shares from i shares, etc., and eventually the secret sequence. For completeness we include
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the Lemma 1 from [43]

Lemma 4.6.1. If a secret is shared in this manner up to i iterations, then an adversary which
possesses less than τ1 1−shares of a secret and for 1 < j ≤ i, less than τj j−shares of each
j − 1−share that it does not possess, learns no information about the secret.

4.6.3

Samplers

Key to the construction of the network is the definition of an averaging sampler which was also
used heavily in [45, 40] and formulated in [37, 74]. Our protocols rely on the use of averaging
(or oblivious) samplers to determine the assignment of processors to nodes on each level and to
determine the communication links between processors. Samplers are families of bipartite graphs
which define subsets of elements such that all but a small number contain at most a fraction of
”bad” elements close to the fraction of bad elements of the entire set. Intuitively, they are used in
our algorithm in order to generate samples that do not have too many bad processors. We assume
either a nonuniform model in which each processor has a copy of the required samplers for a given
input size, or else that each processor initializes by constructing the required samplers in exponential time. We refer the reader to the definition of samplers and technical Lemmata in section 2.5.1.

Note that limiting the degree of s as defined in 2.5.1 limits the number of subsets that any one
element appears in. For this paper we will use the term sampler to refer to a (1/ log n, 1/ log n)
sampler, where d = O((s/r + 1) logc n) where c ≥ 7/3.
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4.6.4

Network structure

In this section we describe the network structure which is the same as that in [43] except that the
sizes of the nodes and the samplers are different with q = 2, effectively making the network a
binary tree. Let P be the set of all n processors. The network is structured as a complete binary
tree. The level 1 nodes (leaves) contain k1 = logc n processors where c ≥ 7/3. Each node at height
l > 1 contains kl = 2l k1 processors; there are (n/k l ) logc n nodes on level l and the root node at
height l∗ = log2 (n/k1 ) contains all the processors. There are n = 2i leaves, where i is some
integer, each assigned to a different processor. The contents of each node on level l is determined
by a sampler where [r] is the set of nodes, [s] = P and d = kl . The edges in the network are of
three types:
1. U plinks : The uplinks from processors in a child node on level l to processors in a parent
node on level l + 1 are determined by a sampler of degree d = 2 logc n, [r] is the set of
processors in the child node and [s] is the set of processors in the parent node. Let C, C 0
be child nodes of a node A. Then the mapping of processors in C, C 0 to [r] (and A to [s])
determines a correspondence between the uplinks of C and C 0 .
2. l−links: The l−links between processors in a node C at any level l > 1 to C’s descendants
at level 1 are determined by a sampler where [r] is the set of processors in the node C and [s]
is C’s level 1 descendants. Here, r = 2l k1 ; s = 2l ; d = O(logc n) and the maximum number
of l − links incident to a level 1 node is O(k1 log3 n).
3. Links between processors in a node are also determined by a sampler of polylogarithmic
degree. These are described in a.e.BA-with-random-source.

Definition 4.6.2. Call a node good if it contains at least a 2 = 3 +  fraction of good processors.
Call it bad otherwise.

From the properties of samplers, we have:
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1. Less than a 1/ log n fraction of the nodes on any level are bad.
2. Less than a 1/ log n fraction of processors in every node whose uplinks are connected to
fewer than a 2/3 +  − 1/ log n fraction of good processors, unless the parent or child, resp.
is a bad node. We call such a set of uplinks for a processor bad.
3. If a level l node C has less than a 1/2 −  fraction of bad level 1 descendants, then less than a
1/ log n fraction of processors in C are connected through l-links to a majority of bad nodes
on level 1.

4.6.5

Communication protocols

We use the following three subroutines for communication. The protocols are the same from [43].
Initially each processor pi shares its secret with all the processors in the ith node at level 1.

SEND S ECRET U P (s):
CRET S HARE (w)

To send up a sequence s of secret words, a processor in a node uses

SE -

to send to each of its neighbors in its parent node (those connected by uplinks) a

share of each word w of s. Then the processor erases s from its own memory.

SEND D OWN (w,

i): After a secret w has been passed up a path to a node C, the secret can be

recovered by passing it down to the processors in the 1-nodes in the subtree. To send a secret word
w down the tree, each processor in a node C on level i sends its i−shares of w down the uplinks it
came from plus the corresponding uplinks from each of its other children. The processors on level
i − 1 receiving the i−shares use these shares to reconstruct i − 1−shares of w. This is repeated
for lower levels until all the 1-shares are reconstructed by the processors in all the 1-nodes in C’s
subtree. The processors in the 1-node each send each other all their shares and reconstruct the
secrets received. Note that a processor may have received an i−share generated from more than
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one i − 1 share because of the overlapping of sets (of uplinks) in the sampler.

SEND O PEN (w, l)

: This procedure is used by a node C on any level l to learn a word w held

by the set of level 1 nodes in C’s subtree. Each processor in each level 1 node A sends w up the
l − links from A to a subset of processors in C. A processor in C receiving a version of w from
each of the processors in a level 1 node takes a majority to determine the node A’s version of w.
Then it takes a majority over the values obtained from each of the level 1 nodes it is linked to.

4.6.6

Correctness of communications

We include the Definition 4 and Lemma 3 from [43].
Definition 4.6.3. A good path up the tree is a path from leaf to root which has no nodes which
become bad during the protocol.
Lemma 4.6.2.

1. If

SEND S ECRET U P (s)

is executed up a path in the tree and if the adversary

learns a word of the secret s, there must be at least one bad node on that path.
2. Assume that s is generated by a good processor and

SEND S ECRET U P (s)

is executed up a

good path in a tree to a node A on level l, followed by SEND D OWN(w,l) where w is a word
of s, and then SEND O PEN(w). Further assume there are at least a 1/2 +  fraction of nodes
among A’s descendants on level 1 which are good, and whose paths to A are good. Then a
1 − 1/ log n fraction of the good processors in A learn w.
For completeness we include Algorithm 1 from [43] called A . E .BA- WITH - RANDOM - SOURCE.

4.6.6.1

A . E .BA WITH RANDOM SOURCE

Theorem 4.6.1. [A . E .BA- WITH - RANDOM - SOURCE] Given a sequential (s, t) A . E . RANDOM - SOURCE
which generates s bits in f (s) time and g(s) bit complexity per processor, and let C1 and C2 be
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any positive constants. Then there is a protocol which runs in time O(f (s)) with bit complexity O(log n + g(s)) per processor, such that with probability at least 1 − eC1 n + 1/2t , all but
C2 n/ log n of the good processors commit to the same vote b, where b was the input of at least one
good processor.

The algorithm is an implementation of Rabin’s global coin toss Byzantine agreement protocol
except that the coin toss is a.e., rather than global. In addition, only some of the coin tosses are
random, and broadcast is replaced by sampling a fraction of the other processors according to the
edges of certain type of O(log n) regular graph. This graph has the property that almost all of
the samples contain a majority of processors whose value matches the value of the majority of the
whole set.

We assume each committee is of size r with r being at least of size O(log7/3 n). We run Feige’s
algorithm to elect two candidate bins from each committee to get the candidates to advance in each
layer of the Election graph.

Each processor has r + 1 blocks each at least of size O(log r). Let the array of blocks for
each processor j be Bj (0), Bj (1), . . . , Bj (r). With the block Bj (0) containing the bin choice for
processor j, and some extra random bits which are described later that are used to select the actual
candidates that will advance. The bits Bj (1), . . . , Bj (r) contain random bits which are used to run
a.e Byzantine agreement with a random source.
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Chapter 5
Byzantine agreement with a Random
Beacon

5.1

Introduction

We introduce a class of algorithms based on the assumption of the existence of a Random Beacon.
We show that we can use a Random Beacon to improve the efficiency of Byzantine agreement
algorithms.

A Random Beacon is a random stream of bits available to all the processors. It was first defined by Rabin in [63] where it was used to build a contract signing protocol. Maurer et al. in
[53, 17, 5, 30] describe a computation model called the Memory Limited or Limited Storage space
Model, which uses the existence of a Random Beacon (random stream of bits) which is visible to
all processors. Particularly, Aumann and Rabin in [5] describe the Limited storage space model
as “limited-storage-space model postulates an eavesdropper who can execute arbitrarily complex
computations, and is only limited in the total amount of storage space (not computation space)
available to him. The bound on the storage space can be arbitrarily large (e.g. terabytes), as long
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as it is fixed. Given this bound,the protocol guarantees that the probability of the eavesdropper
of gaining any information on the message is exponentially small”. The existence of a Random
Beacon is part and parcel of this postulate.

Lee, Clark et al. showed in [50, 23] how to build a Random Beacon using publicly available
information on the Internet, specifically using information from the Dow Jones Industrial Average(DJIA) or from other financial data. Eastlake in [31, 32] also describes how to build a selection
protocol out of a Random Beacon.

We further note that there may be hardware implementations of a Random Beacon. For example, a trusted node in a massively parallel computer, a wired node in a sensor network, or a satellite
broadcasting random bits may be useful in a broad range of domains.

5.2

Algorithms and their Description

We now describe our algorithms that use a Random Beacon.

5.2.1

RBQ UERY

The first algorithm RBQ UERY is presented as Algorithm 5.2.1 (RBQ UERY). This algorithm assumes t < n(1/3 − ) for  > 0, and that all channels are private. In section 5.3.1, we prove the
following theorem about this algorithm.

Theorem 5.2.1. For any positive k, there exists sufficiently large C (in the algorithm), such that
Algorithm 5.2.1 has the following properties with probability at least 1 − 1/nk :
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• The algorithm is correct, that is each good processor terminates with the same value and
this value equals the input bit of some good processor; and

• All good processors terminate in O(log n) rounds; and

• All good processors terminate in O(1) rounds in expectation; and

• If each bad processor sends O(log n) messages per round then the total number of bits sent
by all processors is O(n log n) in expectation.

We now describe the algorithm RBQ UERY. Each processor has a vote which is the bit held by
that processor at the start of the round. Also in each round, a processor selects Θ(ln n) processors
uniformly at random with replacement to query for their votes. Each processor sends its vote to
the processors that queried it, while it receives votes from the processors that it queried. After each
round, the fraction of votes received that are for the majority bit is computed. If the fraction of
processors that vote for the majority bit is ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2) for some 0 to be determined later,
then the processor sets its vote to the majority bit. Otherwise the processor just sets its bit to the
value from the Random Beacon. A processor terminates after it has 1) computed a fraction value
at least ≥ (1−0 )(2/3+/2) with a majority bit value b, and 2) the global coin value equals b twice.

Note that if all processors simply commit to the Beacon, then we would not be able to solve
Byzantine agreement as the bit from the Random Beacon may not be the input bit of any good
processor. Secondly, it may not be the bit held by a large fraction of the good processors. These
scenarios violate the conditions for Byzantine agreement.
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Initialize:
1. vote ← bi
2. M atch ← F ALSE
Repeat until termination:
1. Select C ln n processors uniformly at random with replacement. Set In − Neighbors to these
processors. Send request messages to all processors in In − Neighbors
2. Receive all request messages. Set Out − Neighbors to all processors from which request
messages were received
3. Send vote to all processors in Out − Neighbors
4. Collect votes from all processors in In − Neighbors
5. coin ← next output of random beacon
6. If M atch then
(a) If coin = vote then commit to value vote and terminate
7. Else
(a) maj ← majority bit among Out − Neighbors
(b) fraction ← fraction of votes received for maj
(c) If f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2) then
i. vote ← maj
ii. If coin = vote then M atch ← T RU E
(d) else
i. If coin = “heads”, then vote ← 1, else vote ← 0;
Algorithm 5.2.1: RBQ UERY

We will analyze the correctness of the algorithm in Section 5.3.1.
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5.2.2

RBS AMPLER

We now describe the algorithm RBS AMPLER. The main difference in this algorithm, compared
to RBQ UERY, is that we make use of a sampler in determining the communication graph among
the processors. RBS AMPLER is thus non-uniform in the sense that there is a different version
of the algorithm for each value of n. Also, the neighbors of each processor are fixed and do
not change between rounds unlike RBQ UERY. Also, unlike the RBQ UERY, RBS AMPLER only
achieves almost-everywhere agreement.

The algorithm makes the following assumptions: The adversary is adaptive, bad nodes can
send any number of messages per round and we have a full information communication model.
The algorithm tolerates t < n(1/3 − ) for  > 0 adaptive adversarial faults. In section 5.3.2, we
prove the following theorem about RBS AMPLER.

Theorem 5.2.2. For any positive k, there exists sufficiently large C (in the algorithm), such that
Algorithm 5.2.2 (RBS AMPLER) has the following properties with probability at least 1 − 1/nk for
almost all processors i.e. all but O(logd−1 n)

• The algorithm is correct: almost all processors terminate with the same value and this value
equals the input bit of some good processor; and

• Almost all processors terminate in O(log n) rounds; and

• Almost all processors terminate in O(1) rounds in expectation; and

• Almost all processors send polylog(n) bits.
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Initialize:
1. vote ← bi
2. M atch ← F ALSE
3. Set In − Neighbors (resp. Out − Neighbors) to all processors that have in-edges (resp. outedges) to this processor in the sampler.
Repeat until termination:
1. Send vote to all processors in Out − Neighbors
2. Collect votes from all processors in In − Neighbors
3. coin ← next output of random beacon
4. If M atch then
(a) If coin = vote then commit to value vote and terminate
5. Else
(a) maj ← majority bit among Out − Neighbors
(b) fraction ← fraction of votes received for maj
(c) f raction ← fraction of votes received for maj
(d) If f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2) then
i. vote ← maj
ii. If coin = vote then M atch ← T RU E
(e) else
i. If coin = “heads”, then vote ← 1, else vote ← 0;
Algorithm 5.2.2: RBS AMPLER
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5.3
5.3.1

Analysis and proofs
Analysis and proofs for RBQ UERY

For a fixed round, let b0 ∈ {0, 1} be the bit that the majority of good processors vote for in that
round. Let S 0 be the set of good processors that will vote for b0 and let f 0 = |S 0 |/n. Let 0 ≤ 0 ≤ 1
be a fixed constant to be determined later. We call a processor informed for the round if the fraction
value for that processor obeys the following inequalities:
(1 − 0 )f 0 ≤ f raction ≤ (1 + 0 )(f 0 + 1/3 − )

Lemma 5.3.1. For any positive integers C 0 and k, there exists a sufficiently large C in Algorithm 5.2.1 (RBQ UERY) above, such that all good processors are informed for the first k rounds
0

with probability at least 1 − 2k/nC .

Proof. Fix a round r. Let G be a bipartite multigraph induced by the In − Neighbors and Out − Neighbors
selection process defined in the algorithm for round r. Note that G is constructed as follows. There
are n nodes on the left hand side and copies of all these nodes on the right hand side. The adversary
chooses a subset of 1/3 −  of the nodes on the left that are bad and each good node on the right
chooses C log n neighbors on the left uniformly at random with replacement. Fix a round r and the
set S 0 . We know that S 0 is of size at least (1/3 + /2)n since at least half of the good processors
must vote for the majority bit. Let f 0 = |S 0 |/n.

Fix a good node, p, on the right hand side of the graph. Note that In − Neighbors is chosen
independently of the set S 0 . Let X be the number of edges from p into the set S 0 . Note that
E(X) = f 0 C ln n. Moreover, each edge from p falls into some processor in S 0 independently with
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probability f 0 . Thus, we can apply Chernoff bounds to say that for any positive 0 ,
2

0

2

2

0

2

P r(X < (1 − 0 )E[X]) < e−E[X]1 /2 = e−(f C0 /4) ln n .
Similarly, we can use Chernoff bounds to say that
P r(Y > (1 + 0 )E[Y ]) < e−E[Y ]1 /3 = e−(f C1 /6) ln n .

Hence the probability that either of these bounds is violated is no greater than the sum of these
two probabilities, or less than 2/nC1 for any constant C1 , where C = 18C1 /0 2 . Let ξp,r be the
event that either of these bounds is violated for fixed processor p in some fixed round r. Further
let ξ be the even that either of these bounds is violated for any good processor p in any of the first
k rounds. Then by a union bound, we have that

P r(ξ) =

X

P r(ξp,r )

p,r

≤ (nk)2/nC1
≤ (2k)/nC1 −1

Where the last equation holds provided that C is sufficiently large, but depending only on
0 .

In the following lemmas, we assume all good processors are informed in all rounds.
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Lemma 5.3.2. Assume all good processors have vote value equal to b at the beginning of some
round r. Then all good processors will have vote value equal to b in all remaining rounds.

Proof. If all good processors have vote value equal to b at the beginning of round r, it means that
f 0 = |S 0 |/n = 2/3 + . Since all processors are informed in round r, it means that for each
processor, f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )f 0 ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + ). Thus, each processor in round r will set
its vote to the majority value, which equals b. The same argument holds for all remaining round in
which all good processors are informed.
Lemma 5.3.3. For any round r, let Sf be the set of good processors in round r that have f raction ≥
(1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2). Then, at the end of round r, all processors in Sf will have the same vote value

Proof. We show this by contradiction. Assume there are two processors, x and y, where f ractionx
(f ractiony ) are the fraction values of x (y, resp.), such that both f ractionx and f ractiony are
greater than or equal to (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2), and x sets its vote to 0 at the end of the round, while
y sets its vote to 1.

Let f00 (f10 ) be the fraction of good processors that vote for 0 (1) during the round. Then we
have that f ractionx ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2). By the definition of informed, we also know that
f ractionx ≤ (1 + 0 )(f00 + 1/3 − ). This implies that
(1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2) ≤ (1 + 0 )(f00 + 1/3 − ).
Isolating f00 in this inequality, we get that
f00 ≥

1/3 + (3/2) − 0 + (1/2)0
.
1 + 0
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A similar analysis for f ractiony implies that
f10 ≥

1/3 + (3/2) − 0 + (1/2)0
.
1 + 0

But then we have that,

2/3 + 3 − 20 + 0
1 + 0
> 2/3 + 

f00 + f10 ≥

where the last line is clearly a contradiction that holds provided that 0 < (3/4).
Lemma 5.3.4. Assume the first round in which some good processor commits to a value is round
r, and assume that some processor commits to value b in that round. Then all good processors that
commit in rounds r or later will commit to the value b.

Proof. Consider a processor p that commits to bit value b in round r. Then processor p’s M atch
value must be equal to true in round r. This means there must have been some previous round, r0 ,
in which p’s M atch value was first set to true. Among processors that commit to values in round
r, let p be a processor with the smallest such r0 value. Note that at the point that M atch was set
to true in round r0 , p’s vote value must have been b, since a processor’s vote value can not change
after its M atch value is set to true.

Let Sf be the set of good processors in round r0 that have f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2).
By Lemma 5.3.3, all processors in Sf set their vote value to b at the end of the round. Now since
processor p set M atch to true in round r0 , it must be the case that the outcome of the global coin
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in that round was equal to b. This means at the end of round r0 , all good processors set their vote
values to b. But then, by Lemma 5.3.2, for all rounds subsequent to round r0 , all processors will
have vote values equal to b and so if they commit to any value, it will be the value b.
Lemma 5.3.5. In any round r, with probability at least 1/2, at the end of that round, all good
processors will have the same vote value.

Proof. Let Sf be the set of good processors in round r that have f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2).
By Lemma 5.3.3, all processors in Sf will set their vote value to the same value, call it b, at the
end of the round. But with probability 1/2, the global coin in round r will have value b, and all the
remaining good processors will set their vote value to b.
Lemma 5.3.6. Consider any round r in which all processors have the same vote value at the
beginning of the round. Then the expected number of remaining rounds before all processors
terminate is no more than 4.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3.2, in all remaining rounds, all good processors will have the same value,
and so all good processors will have f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2). Thus, there are at most
two events that must occur before any good processor terminates: the global coin must match the
processor’s vote value twice. The expected number of rounds until these two events occur is 4.
We now prove Theorem 5.2.1 below.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3.5, 5.3.6, 5.3.2 and 5.3.1, all processors terminate in O(log n) rounds with
probability at least 1 − 1/nk for any fixed positive k and all processors terminate in O(1) rounds in
expectation. Since the bad processors each send at most O(log n) messages per round, it follows
that the total number of bits sent by all processors is O(n log n) in expectation. Finally, the fact
that the algorithm is correct with probability at least 1 − 1/nk follows from Lemmas 5.3.1, 5.3.2
and 5.3.4.
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5.3.2

Analysis and proofs for RBS AMPLER

For a fixed round, let b0 ∈ {0, 1} be the bit that the majority of good processors vote for in that
round. Let S 0 be the set of good processors that will vote for b0 and let f 0 = |S 0 |/n. Let 0 ≤ 0 ≤ be
a fixed constant to be determined later. We call a processor informed for the round if the processor
is good and the fraction value for that processor obeys the following inequalities:
(1 − 0 )f 0 ≤ f raction ≤ (1 + 0 )(f 0 + 1/3 − )

The proof of the following lemma is equivalent to that in King and Saia [43].

Lemma 5.3.7 (Graph existence). For any positive k and positive constants 0 and d, there exists
a directed multigraph G on k vertices with maximum out-degree no more than C3 logd n, where
C3 depends only on 0 and d, such that if this communication graph is used in Algorithm 5.2.2
(RBS AMPLER), then in every round all but a 1/ logd n fraction of the good processors are informed.
The following simple corollary follows by summing up the number of processors that are not
informed in every round.

Corollary 5.3.1. Let C 0 be an positive integer. If the conditions of Lemma 5.3.1 are met then all
but a C 0 / logd−1 n fraction of the good processors are informed in every one of the first C 0 log n
rounds.
We will say that a processor is always informed if it is informed for every round from the start
of Algorithm 5.2.2 (RBQ UERY), to the round in which the processor terminates.
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The proof of the following lemma is identical to the proof of Lemma 5.3.4 in the previous
section.

Lemma 5.3.8. For any round r, let Sf be the set of informed processors in round r that have
f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2). Then, at the end of round r, all processors in Sf will have the
same vote value.
The proof of the following lemmas are the same as in the previous section.

Lemma 5.3.9. Assume the first round in which some always informed processor commits to a
value is round r, and assume that some always informed processor commits to value b in that
round. Then all always informed processors that commit in rounds r or later will commit to the
value b.
Lemma 5.3.10. Assume all always informed processors have vote value equal to b at the beginning
of some round r. Then all always informed processors will have vote value equal to b in all their
remaining rounds.
Lemma 5.3.11. In any round r, with probability at least 1/2, at the end of that round, all informed
processors will have the same vote value.
Lemma 5.3.12. Consider any round r in which all always informed processors have the same vote
value at the beginning of the round. Then the expected number of remaining rounds before all
always informed processors terminate is no more than 4.
We now prove Theorem 5.2.2.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3.11, 5.3.12, 5.3.10 and 5.3.7, almost all processors terminate in O(log n)
rounds with probability at least 1 − 1/nk for any fixed positive k and all processors terminate
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in O(1) rounds in expectation. Since the bad processors each send at most O(log n) messages
per round, it follows that the total number of bits sent by all processors is O(n log n) in expectation. Finally, the fact that the algorithm is correct with probability at least 1 − 1/nk follows from
Lemmas 5.3.7, 5.3.10 and 5.3.9.
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5.4

Experimental Results

Figure 5.1: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. number of messages sent; Bottom: Log of number
of nodes vs max messages sent by a node. 84
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Figure 5.2: Top: Log of number of nodes vs. number of bits sent; Bottom: Log of number of nodes
vs max bits sent by a node.
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Figure 5.3: Algorithm Latency

5.4.1

Experimental setup

As in the previous chapter we used the OpenMP compiler directives in conjunction with the C++11
multi-threading primitives to speed up the simulation on a machine with 128G of memory and 48
cores. Because of the computational resources used by the machine we tracked only the total messages sent and the maximum number of messages sent by any processor. The size of the network
simulated was between 1,000 and 1,024,000 processors.
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For our simulations of RBQ UERY, we selected a value of the constants as dictated by our analysis in section 5.3.1, 0 = 1/8,  > 1/6, C = 40, we also made the size of the neighbors of a node
in the algorithm to be C ln2 n. Increasing by a factor of ln n allows us to use a smaller C.

For our simulations of RBQ UERY, we selected a value of the constants as dictated by our analysis in 5.3.2, 0 = 1/8,  > 1/6, C = 6, d = 3, which implies that the size of the neighbors of a
node in the algorithm is C ln3 n.

We compare our algorithms with the S HALLOW T REE and CKS algorithm from the previous
chapter. Our results are averaged over 30 trials.

5.4.2

Results

Figure 5.1 (top) shows the logarithm of the total messages sent, We can see that our two algorithms
RBQ UERY and RBS AMPLER send less messages than the other algorithms when the network size
is larger than 5,000 processors. Note that the RBQ UERY algorithm sends slightly fewer messages
than RBS AMPLER.

Figure 5.1 (bottom) show the maximum messages sent by a processor. RBQ UERY and RBS AMPLER, have a maximum number of messages sent that is less than the other algorithms. This
shows that the RBQ UERY and RBS AMPLER algorithms seem to be load-balanced. RBQ UERY is
slightly better load-balanced than RBS AMPLER.

Figure 5.2 (top) shows the total bits sent. Again RBQ UERY and RBS AMPLER send less bits
than all the other algorithms for all network sizes we consider. The number of bits sent is dra-
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matically less than that of the CKS algorithm since the size of a message in the CKS algorithm is
about the same size as an RSA signature. Again the RBQ UERY algorithm has a slight edge over
the RBS AMPLER.

Figure 5.2 (bottom) shows the maximum bits sent by a processor. RBQ UERY and RBS AM PLER

again perform better than the other algorithms for all the network sizes we consider. RB-

Q UERY algorithm sends less bits than RBS AMPLER.

Figure 5.3 shows the latency of the algorithms. The latency of our algorithms RBQ UERY and
RBS AMPLER, seem to be constant and about the same. The RBQ UERY and RBS AMPLER algorithms seem to have slightly smaller latency than CKS.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We now briefly review the main contributions of this dissertation.

6.1

Conclusions

Figure, 6.1 shows all algorithms described in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, we described an al√
gorithm (NAT REE) for solving the Byzantine agreement problem using Õ( n) average messages
per node and O(log n) latency. This algorithm was robust against a non-adaptive adversary and
tolerated t < n(1/8 − ) faults for some positive . We simulated this algorithm and ran extensive
experiments suggesting that for large networks, it requires significantly less bandwidth than the
CKS algorithm from [16]. For all networks our algorithm required fewer total bits sent than the
CKS algorithm, and for networks of size larger than about 65, 000, our algorithm also required
fewer messages sent.

We showed in Chapter 4 that we can design scalable algorithms solving Byzantine agreement
√
that are robust against an adaptive adversary. These algorithms send Õ( n) messages per proces-
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Figure 6.1: Total bits sent by all algorithms we described in this dissertation

sor and terminate in O(log n) rounds. The D EEP T REE algorithm tolerates t < n(1/3−) faults for
√
any positive and , unfortunately the S HALLOW T REE algorithm only tolerates n adaptive faults,
but tolerates t < n(1/6−) faults distributed uniformly at random for any positive . Unfortunately
S HALLOW T REE has significant hot spots because of the tree structure: the processors that belong
to the node at the top of the election graph send many more messages than the other processors.
This is an undesirable property.

In Chapter 5 we showed that with the Random Beacon assumption, we can solve Byzantine
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agreement in O(1) expected time, tolerating t < n(1/3 − ) for any positive , adaptive Byzantine failures. RBQ UERY sends Õ(1) messages per processor if each bad node sends only Õ(1)
messages. RBS AMPLER always sends Õ(1) messages per processor. One additional advantage of
these algorithms is that they do not seem to develop large hot spots like the algorithms in Chapters
3 and 4. The algorithms have the best bandwidth and latency cost in practice anong all the algorithms we tested, for all network sizes we tested (between 1000 and 1,024,000). The algorithms
are also very simple to implement. However, an obvious downside of the algorithms is the Random Beacon assumption and the additional synchronization constraints this assumption may imply.

6.2

Future work Byzantine agreement in general

We now discuss some areas for future work.

6.2.1

Improving Efficiency

The algorithm of Awerbuch and Scheideler [6] is a significant bottleneck for reducing bit cost in
our algorithm. Reducing the message complexity of this algorithm even by a constant factor will
reduce the total message complexity of our Byzantine Agreement algorithm significantly. The research question is a simple one can we design a distributed protocol, were a set of n processors
can choose a set of numbers distributed uniformly at random, with message complexity less than
O(n2 )? We are currently looking at ways to do this with secure multiparty computation.
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6.2.2

Lower bounds

Some questions still remain to be answered about lower bounds on the Byzantine agreement problem some of which are:
1. We have already showed that we can solve Byzantine Agreement by sending o(n) messages
√
per processor. Does their exist an algorithm solving byzantine agreement in less than Õ( n)
messages per processor which tolerates t < n(1/3 − ) adaptive faults for any positive ?
√
2. Can we solve Byzantine agreement with Õ( n) message complexity and with O(1) latency?
3. If we relax the resilience of the algorithm to tolerating less than t <

√

n adaptive failures,

what does this buy us? What is the connection between message complexity (bandwidth)
and resilience?

6.2.3

Asynchronous algorithm

An important open problem is designing scalable algorithms for the asynchronous communication
model. We conjecture that there exists an algorithm in this model that requires each processor to
√
sent Õ( n) messages and has Õ(1) latency.

6.2.4

Distributed Deployment

Another goal would be to implement each of our algorithms on a cluster of computers to do an
actual distributed deployment of the algorithms on multiple processors. We would also like to
run a comparison with several other algorithms to give a better picture of the performance of our
algorithm. A challenge in this direction is finding a testbed platform that allows access to between
1000 and 1,000,000 nodes.
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Appendix A
Algorithms and further technical proofs

A.1

Algorithms

A.1.1

Arrays and the election subroutine

Here we describe the array of random bits generated by each processor. Each processor generates
a sequence of blocks, each except the last to be used for the elections in the nodes along the path to
the root. The last block is only used to decide the final output bit, and contains only the bits needed
to compute a.e.BA-with-random-source. To understand the blocks, we first describe Feige’s election procedure, which is designed for an atomic broadcast model, and present a lemma about its
performance.

Feige’s election procedure[33]: Each candidate announces a bin number in some small range.
The good candidates choose a bin number selected uniformly at random in this range. The winners
are the candidates which choose the bin picked by the fewest.
Lemma A.1.1. [33] Given a set of r numbers in the range [1, .., numBin], let S be subset of these
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numbers which are generated independently at random by good processors, where the remaining
numbers are chosen by an adversary which can view S before deciding on its values. For any
constant c and sufficiently large n, if |S|/numBin ≥ (2c + 2) log3 n, then with probability at least
1 − 1/nc , the fraction of winners which are from S is at least |S|/r − 1/ log n.

We show how to adapt Feige’s election method to a set of processors which communicate by
message-passsing.
The input to an election is an a.e. sequential (r, s) random sequence of blocks labelled B1 , ..., Br .
Each block B is a sequence of bits, beginning with an initial word (bin choice) B(0) followed by
r words B(1), B(2), .., B(r). The number of bins is numBins and each word has log(numBins)
bits. After the election, the output of each processor is a set of winning indices W . Let w = |W |.
Given r ≥ 2 log4 n, we set numBins so that w = r/numBins = log4 n.
We now describe the election subroutine:
1. In parallel, for i = 1, ..., r, the processors run a.e.BA-with-random-source on the bin choice
of each of the r candidate blocks. Round j of a.e.BA-with-random-source to determine i’s
bin choice is run using the ith word of the j th processor’s block Bj (i).
Let b1 , ..., br be the decided bin choices.
2. Let min = i s.t. |{j | bj = i}| is minimal.
W ← {j | bj = min}.
(If |W | < r/numBins then W is augmented by adding the first r/numBins − |W | indices
that would otherwise be omitted.)
Then Feige’s result can be extended to this context as follows (proof omitted due to space
constraints)
Lemma A.1.2. Let r ≥ 2 log4 n and s ≥ (2c + 2)r/ log n. If the set of processors has a 2/3 + 
fraction of good processors, then with probability 1 − 1/nc the election results in agreement on a
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set of winners such that the fraction of winners from S is at least |S|/r − 1/ log n and the winners
are agreed to by a 1 − 1/ log n fraction of good processors. Choosing d so that r log numBins <
logd n, the election algorithm runs in time O(r) and O(r logd n) bits per processor.

A.1.2

Algorithm and proofs for ALMOST- EVERYWHERE -B YZANTINE - AGREEMENTWITH - RANDOM - SOURCE

We detail the algorithm and theorems from [43].
Set vote ← bi ; For s rounds do the following:
1: Send vote to all successors in G;
2: Collect votes from all predecessors in G;
3: maj ← majority bit among votes received;
4: f raction ← fraction of votes received for maj;
5: coin ← left most bit from random beacon;
6: if f raction ≥ (1 − 0 )(2/3 + /2) then
7:

vote ← maj

8: else
9:

vote ← coin
Algorithm A.1.1: A . E .BA- WITH - RANDOM - SOURCE

Theorem A.1.1. [a.e.BA-with-random-source] Given a set of processors such that a 2/3 +  fraction are good and given a (s, t) a.e. random sequence of s bits, then for any fixed, positive integer
d, a.e.BA-with-random-source runs in time O(s) with bit complexity O(s logd n) per processor.
With probability at least 1 − 1/2t−1 , all but a 1/ logd n fraction of the good processors commit to
the same vote b. Further, if all but a 1/ log n fraction of good processors have the same input bit b
then b is the output bit.
Corollary A.1.1. Given a set of processors such that a 2/3 +  fraction are good and given a (s, t)
a.e.random-source which generates s words of size w, there is an algorithm which runs in time
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O(s) with bit complexity O(sw logd n) per processor, such that with probability at least w/2t−1 ,
all but a w/ logd n fraction of the good processors output the same word. Moreover, if all but a
1/ log n fraction of good processors have the same input word b then b is the word output by all
but a w/ log d n fraction of the good processors.

A.1.3

Main protocol for a.e. BA

A.1.4

Almost-everywhere to everywhere algorithm

We now give the Almost-everywhere to everywhere(AE2E) algorithm from [43].
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1. Generate Secrets and Send Up Shares:
For all i in parallel
(a) Each processor pi generates an array of ` blocks Bi and uses secretshare to share its
array with the ith level 1 node;
(b) Each processor in the ith level 1 node uses sendSecretU p to share its 1-share of Bi
with its parent node and then erases its shares from memory.

2 Elect Winners at Root Node:
Repeat for ` = 2 to `∗ − 1
(a) Expose bin choices:
For each processor in each node C on level `:
for t = 1, ..., w and i = 1, ..., q − 1, let B(i−1)w+t be the tth array sent up from child i.
( If ` = 2 then w = 1 )
W ← B1 ||B2 ||...||Br
Let F be the sequence of first blocks of the arrays of W , i.e., the ith array of F is the
first block of the ith array of W . Let S be the sequence of the remaining blocks of each
array of W .
In parallel, for all candidates i = 1, 2, .., r
i. sendDown(Fi (1));
ii. sendOpen(Fi (1), `).
Algorithm A.1.2: a.e.BA
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2 Elect Winners at Root Node(contd):

(b) Agree on bin choices (contd):
If ` < `∗ then for rounds i = 1, ..., r
i. Expose coin flips: Generate r random words for the ith round of a.e.BA-withrandom-source to decide each of r bin choices.
In parallel, for all contestants j = 1, .., r
A. sendDown(Fi (j)); upon receiving all 1-shares, level 1 processors compute
the secret bits Fi (j));
B. sendOpen(Fi (j), `).
ii. Run the ith round of a.e.BA-with-random-source in parallel to decide the bin
choice of all contestants.
(c) Send Shares of Winners Up to Next Level: Let W be the winners of the election
decided from the previous step (the lightest bin). Let S 0 be the subsequence of S from
W ; All processors in a node at level ` use sendSecretU p(S 0 ) to send S 0 to its parent
node and erase S 0 from memory.

3 Root Node Runs BA using Arrays of Winners:
All processes in the single node on level `∗ run a.e.BA-with-random-source once using their
initial inputs as inputs to the protocol (instead of bin choices) and the remaining block of
each contestant. (Note that only one bit of this block is needed.)
For rounds i = 1, 2, ..., qw of a.e.BA-with-random-source,
(a) sendDown(Fi (1), i);
(b) sendOpen(Fi (1), `).
(c) Use Fi (1) as the coin for this round of a.e.BA-with-random-source.
Algorithm A.1.2: a.e.BA continued
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Repeat s times:
1. Each processor p does the following in parallel:
√
Randomly pick a set of a n log n processors without replacement; for each of these pro√
cessors j, randomly pick i ∈ [1, . . . , n] (with replacement) and send a request label i to
processor j.
√
2. Almost all good processors agree on the next number k in [1, . . . , n] generated by some
random source.
3. For each processor p, if p receives request label i from q and i = k then if p has not received
√
more than a n log n such messages (it is not overloaded), p returns a message to q. 4. Let
ki be the number of messages returned to p by processors sent the request label i. Let imax
be an i such that ki ≥ kj for all j. If the same message m is returned by (1/2 + 3/8)a logn
processors which were sent the request label imax then p decides m.
Algorithm A.1.3: Almost-everywhere to everywhere(AE2E) algorithm
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